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Due to conditions outside our control, prices and availability may change without notice.
180 — DVD
by Comfort
180 has been called “33 minutes of video adrenaline,” “mind-blowing,” “an emotional rollercoaster,” and “an experience.” It’s evangelistic and carries a unique pro-life message. You will see eight people who are pro-abortion change their minds. (2011, 33min, 1-4/$4.95; 5-9/$4.00ea; 10-24/$3.00ea; 25+/$2.50ea) DVD180

America’s Godly Heritage — DVD
by Barton
This video provides excerpts from court cases showing that for 160 years Christian principles were officially and legally inseparable from American public life. (2008, approx 60min, $19.95ea) DVDAGH

Maafa 21 — DVD
by Crutcher
An explosive exposé of the racist eugenics agenda of the abortion industry in the United States. Subtitled “Black Genocide in the 21st Century,” this video traces the abortion industry back to its eugenics roots. It proves through innumerable sources that the founders of Planned Parenthood and other parts of the abortion movement were interested in killing off the black race. (2011ed, 140min, 1/$10.75ea; 2+/$8.00ea) DVDM21
Due to conditions outside our control, prices and availability may change without notice.

Making Character First
by Hill and Jenkins
Making Character First is the turnaround story of Kimray, Inc., a premier manufacturer of "Made in the USA" oil and gas equipment and controls. The book is also author Tom Hill's personal story about the need for, and the development of, character in the workplace, and it includes a step-by-step guide for transforming the culture of any organization to one of character. (2010ed, 188pp, pb, $14.99ea)

The Doctrine of the Lesser Magistrates
by Trewella
The Doctrine of the Lesser Magistrates provides proven guidelines for proper and legitimate resistance to tyranny, often without causing any major upheaval in society. The doctrine teaches us how to rein in lawless acts by government and restore justice in our nation. (2013, 115pp, pb, 1/$13.95ea; 2-4/$12.95ea; 5-9/$11.95ea; 10+/$10.95ea)

The John Birch Resolutions — BOOKLET
by Welch
Originally written by Robert Welch for the December 1970 Bulletin of The John Birch Society, this reprint lays out the traditional moral principles of Western Civilization. (2012ed, 20pp, 1-9/$1.95; 10-24/$1.25ea; 25-49/$1.00ea; 50-99/$0.70ea; 100+/$0.50ea)

Tornado in a Junkyard
by Perloff
Witty and easy to read, James Perloff’s Tornado in a Junkyard gives a broad overview of the many flaws in the theory of evolution. (2003, 321pp, pb, $16.95ea)
Agenda 21 and You — BOOKLET
by JBS
This booklet provides an overview of what Agenda 21 entails, examining at its origins, goals, and ramifications. It also explains how the UN agenda is sold to the populace through ICLEI, an association of local governments that believe they’re achieving “sustainability.” (2011, 32pp, 1-9/$1.00ea; 10+/50ca)
BKLTA21

Agenda 21: How Will it Affect You? — DVD
by JBS
Sustaining the environment is something we all have a vested interest in, and it has led us down the road to environmentalism. Then a strange thing happened. Environmentalism came to a fork in the road. And while the rhetoric took one route, the agenda took another.
Sleeved DVD (2012, 21min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/50ca)
DVDA21
Cased DVD (2012, 21min, 1-9/$5.95; 10-24/$5.45ea; 25+/4/$4.95ea)
DVDA21C

America and the United Nations — BOOKLET
by JBS
This analysis of the United Nations traces its history from its forerunner, the League of Nations, to the present, and compares the basic foundational documents of the UN with those of the United States with regard to the protection of human rights. (2013, 45pp, 1-9/$2.95ea; 10-24/$2.00ea; 25-49/$1.50ea; 50-99/$1.00ea; 100+/50ca)
BKLTAAUN
Freedom From War — 7277 — BOOKLET
by U.S. State Department
Official policy of the United States, this alarming document reveals the plans of the American government to transfer its military forces to the United Nations. (State Department Document 1961, 1-99/$1.00ea; 100+/$.50ea)  BKLTFW

Freedom on the Altar
by Grigg
Author William Norman Grigg convincingly shows that the fulfillment of UN objectives would mean not only an end to nationhood, but the destruction of traditional morality, culture, and values, and the supplanting of the family with the totalitarian state. (1995, 264pp, pb, 1-39/$3.95ea; 40+/2.95ea)  BKFOTA

Getting US Out of the UN for Good! — REPRINT
The UN is consistently anti-Israel and anti-Christian, avowedly totalitarian (and is largely composed of dictatorships), anti-American, and corrupt — as repeated rape, pedophilia, and murders by UN troops show. With Democrats and Republicans acknowledging these facts, it’s time to get out. (2017, 8pp, 1-24/$0.50ea; 25-99/$.40ea; 100-999/$.35ea; $1,000+/$.30ea)  RPGUOFG
For ordering information, go to ShopJBS.org

Inside the United Nations
by Bonta
A brief, readable introduction to the United Nations, and to the people who created it and support it. Inside the United Nations goes beyond the public-relations campaign of the UN to examine the hard reality of the UN system — and its dangerous objectives. This version is footnoted, elevating the book from "conspiracy theory" to "conspiracy fact." (2013ed, 135pp, pb, 1-4/$9.95ea; 5-19/$8.95ea; 20-59/$7.95ea; 60+/$6.95ea)

Our UN-American Military — REPRINT
By placing soldiers in the service of the United Nations and joining NATO, which is a UN "regional arrangement," U.S. politicians have virtually ensured both more wars and no-win wars. So why did they do it? This eight-page reprint by John F. McManus that originally appeared in the August 22, 2016 issue of TNA — pgs. 33-39. (2016, 8pp, 1-24/$0.25ea; 25-99/$0.15ea; 100+/$0.10ea)

The UN Deception — DVD
by JBS
Learn how top United Nations proponents exploit gun usage, the environment, and their own concept of justice to pressure Capitol Hill into quietly surrendering America's heritage of freedom. Should these UN plans remain unopposed, the consequences are ultimately grim. There is, however, a way to avert this danger. (2001, 60min, 1-9/$5.95ea; 10-24/$4.95ea; 25-49/$3.95ea; 50-99/$2.95ea; 100-249/$2.25ea; 250+/$1.75ea)
The UN Founding and Founders — REPRINT
At the end of WWII, globalists — mainly socialists and Marxists — used the specter of a third world war to convince the world to begin the United Nations. But the end goal was always world government — as they admitted. (2017, 8pp, 1-24/$0.25ea; 25-99/$.15ea; 100+/$.10ea)

The U.S. vs. The U.N. — DVD
by JBS
This video explains how UN policies and practices infringe upon the freedoms guaranteed to U.S. citizens under the U.S. Constitution. (2003, 23min, $4.95ea)

Top Ten Reasons to *Get US Out!* of the UN — REPRINT
While you’re getting people to worry about a UN world government with distribution of the “Get US Out! slim jim,” be sure to have copies of this reprint ready to give to anyone who wants to know more about any of the 10 reasons to get out of the UN. (2019, 1-24/$0.30ea; 25-99/$0.25ea; 100+/$0.20ea)

U.N. Me — DVD
by Horowitz
In a film that exposes the incompetence and corruption at the heart of the United Nations, filmmaker Ami Horowitz takes us on a harrowing, yet often hilarious, trip through the farcical world of the United Nations. (2012, 93min, 1-4/$14.95ea; 5-9/$12.95ea; 10+/$11.95ea)
JBS and TNA Ball Point Pens
Help promote the organization and the news magazine by purchasing these in bulk and distributing them to like-minded Americans. Made in the USA! (1/$1.95ea; 2-4/$1.25ea; 5+/$1.00ea)
JBS: PENJBS20, TNA: PENTNA20

JBS 60th Anniversary Pen
Blue pen with white lettering - The John Birch Society, Celebrating 60 Years 1958-2018, plus the web address Made in the USA! (1-4/$2.95ea; 5+/$2.75ea) PENJBS60

JBS Eagle Lapel Pin
Start a conversation by wearing this pin to aid in your recruiting efforts. Also a great product for chapter leaders to use as a welcome gift to new members. Made in the USA! (2014, 1/$4.95ea; 2-4/$3.95ea; 5-9/$3.00ea; 10+/$2.50ea) JPINJBSE

JBS 60th Anniversary Pin
Show your pride in the JBS with this classy, timeless lapel pin. Slightly smaller than a quarter, it will look perfect on your lapel, purse, or hat. Made in the USA! ($4.95ea) JPIN60

We the People Lapel Pin
Make your allegiance known by wearing this pin on your suit jacket, tie, vest, or hat. Makes for a great inexpensive giveaway during outreach activities. Made in the USA! (1/$7.95ea; 2-4/$6.95ea; 5+/$5.95ea) JPINWTP

The New American Binder
The perfect way to protect and preserve your copies of The New American magazine. Holds one full year (24 issues, 1/$14.95ea; 2-5/$13.95ea; 6-9/$12.95ea; 10+/$11.95ea) TNABINDER

Robert Welch Photograph - 8” X 10”
Black and white photograph of Robert Welch, founder of The John Birch Society. ($2.00ea) PHRW8X10
Due to conditions outside our control, prices and availability may change without notice.

2021 JBS Calendar
Plan your activism activities with this new JBS monthly calendar. It includes available start and end dates for state legislatures and valuable coupon code, exclusive to calendar buyers, for ShopJBS.org! Made in the USA! (2020 1/$5.95ea; 2-4/$4.95ea; 5+/$3.00ea) CALJBS21

JBS 60th Anniversary
Historical Prints — SET OF SIX
Includes three documents (Declaration of Independence, Bill of Rights, and Constitution) and two paintings, plus a “free” Call to Arms print. ($39.95ea) HISPRINTS

JBS 60th Anniversary
Ceramic Mug
Advertise the John Birch Society in style with this beautiful ceramic mug. With its sharp two-tone design of black matte and navy blue gloss, it’s sure to get compliments. 12 oz., dishwasher safe, made in the USA. (2018, $12.95ea) MUGJBS60

JBS 60th Anniversary Chunky Mug
This mug is wide at the bottom and outfitted with non-skid rubber for sturdiness. Just try to knock it over! Also comes with a snap-on, thumb-slide lid and is double-wall constructed so your beverage stays hot (or cold)! Made of polypropylene material, BPA free, made in the USA. Hand-wash recommended. (2018, 1/$7.95ea; 2+/$6.00ea) MUGJBSCH60

JBS 60th Anniversary
Stadium Cup w/ Straw
Promote JBS in a fun way with this inexpensive stadium cup – perfect as a give-away at your events! It holds 24 ounces of your favorite cold beverage, and fits into most cup holders. BPA free, hand-wash recommended, made in the USA. (2018, 1-9/$2.95ea; 10+/$2.75ea) STADIUMCUPJBS60
A More Perfect Union — DVD
by National Center for Constitutional Studies
This motion picture does an admirable job of dramatizing the events of the Constitutional Convention of 1787. (2006, 120min, $19.95)

1984
by Orwell
Orwell warns against a nightmarish world of the foreseeable future. He describes in horrifying detail a time when the state reigns supreme and the words “individualism” and “dignity” are nowhere to be found in the “politically correct” vocabulary of “newspeak.” Originally published in 1949. (1990ed, 328pp, pb, 1/$8.95ea; 2+/$6.95ea)

A Republic, If You Can Keep It — BOOKLET
by JBS
Explains how our Founding Fathers gave us a constitutional republic, not a democracy, at the Constitutional Convention in 1787. (2010ed, 12pp, 1-9/$1.95ea; 10-24/$1.25ea; 25-49/$1.00ea; 50-99/$0.70ea; 100+/$/0.50ea)
Again, May God Forgive Us!
America’s Betrayal of China to the Communists
by Welch
An excellent summary of subversive activities done by our government, revealing appalling foreign policy actions that have led from one communist victory to another. The last half of the book chronicles the story of Chiang Kai-shek and the struggle for Taiwan’s independence. Originally printed in 1971. Includes new introduction (2019ed, 204pp)
HB (1-4/$14.95ea, 5-9/$13.00ea, 10-23/$11.50ea, 24+/+$10.45ea)
BKAMGFU
PB (1-4/$9.95ea, 5-9/$8.00ea, 10-23/$6.50ea, 24+/+$5.45ea)
BKAMGFUPB
Buy both and save! Pass along the paperback to someone else and keep the hardcover for your library. ($19.95ea, 2+/+$18.95ea)
SETBKAMGFU

Agenda 2: Masters of Deceit
— DVD
by Bowers
Join Curtis Bowers as he heads out again to expose the “Masters of Deceit” and their purposeful, premeditated, treasonous attacks on our freedom. (2016, 87min, 1-4/$10.95ea; 5-9/$9.95ea; 10+/+$8.95ea)
DVDA2MOD

CFR - Directing The Disorder — REPRINT
The CFR is the Deep State powerhouse undoing and remaking our world. This reprint includes a list of the current CFR dominance over government, media, think tanks, foundations, public health, and industry as well as charts of the CFR historic dominance over the government of the U.S.A. from 1929 to present. (2020ed, 20 pp, 1-24/$1.25ea; 25-99/$1.10ea; 100-499/$1.00ea; 500+/$0.75ea)
RPCFR

China: The Deep State Trojan Horse in America
by Thompson
On full display in this expose, the Chinese Communist plan of subverting America is well underway, aided by the Deep State. Will Americans wake up in time to realize it before the tipping point? (2020ed, pb, 132pp, 1-11/$7.95ea; 12-23/$5.95ea; 24-49/$3.95ea; 50+/+$2.95ea)
BKCOSTHA
Colonial Origins of the American Constitution
Edited by Lutz
“Local government in colonial America was the seedbed of American constitutionalism.” So begins the introductory essay to this landmark collection of 80 documents created by American colonists that are the genesis of American fundamental law and constitutionalism. (1998, 396pp, pb, 1/$14.95ea; 2+/$13.95ea)

Communists Winning Elections — REPRINT
Believe it or not, despite their disastrous ideology, avowed communists have been winning elections in the United States. This reprint of an article from the February 17 issue of The New American tells how they have done it and what their plans for the future are. (2020, 8pp, 1-24/$0.50ea; 25-99/$0.40ea; 100+/$0.35ea)

Constitution Is The Solution Lecture Series Materials Packet
An assortment of additional materials for further study that compliment "The Constitution Is The Solution" Lecture Series. Also available as part of a complete set. See other options. (2017ed, 1-4/$20.00ea; 5-9/$15.00ea; 10-19/$14.00ea; 20+/$12.00ea)
Constitution Is the Solution Lecture Series w/ Manual & Lecture Guide CD
by JBS
Most Americans are not taught what's in the Constitution, nor are they aware of its limitations on government that have helped make America great. With this DVD lecture series from The John Birch Society, you can help teach this and lead concerned Americans into activism. (2013ed, 339 total minutes, 1-4/$30.00ea; 5-9/$25.00ea; 10-19/$20.00ea; 20+/$15.00ea)  

Constitution Is the Solution Lecture Series w/ Manual & Lecture Guide CD + Lecture Materials Packet
by JBS
Most Americans are not taught what's in the Constitution, nor are they aware of its limitations on government that have helped make America great. With this lecture series from The John Birch Society, you can help teach this and lead concerned Americans into activism. Materials Packet includes: “AGENDA 21 and YOU” booklet, “Dollars & Sense: Meltedown” booklet, Declaration of Independence/Constitution in pocket size, “Republics & Democracies” booklet, “A Republic, If You Can Keep It” booklet, “Restoring the Rights of the States/People” booklet, Dollars and Sense DVD, “Change It or Obey It?” DVD, Overview of America DVD, “The JBS AGENDA” booklet (2017ed, 339 total minutes, 1-4/$45.00ea; 5-9/$35.00ea; 10-19/$29.00ea; 20+/$22.00ea)
Constitution Is the Solution Lecture Series w/ Printed Manual & Lecture Guide
by JBS
Most Americans are not taught what’s in the Constitution, nor are they aware of its limitations on government that have helped make America great. With this DVD lecture series from The John Birch Society, you can help teach this and lead concerned Americans into activism. (2013ed, 339 total minutes, 1-4/$35.00ea; 5-9/$30.00ea; 10-19/$25.00ea; 20+/$20.00ea)

Constitution Is the Solution Lecture Series w/ Printed Manual & Lecture Guide + Lecture Materials Packet
by JBS
Most Americans are not taught what’s in the Constitution, nor are they aware of its limitations on government that have helped make America great. With this DVD lecture series from The John Birch Society, you can help teach this and lead concerned Americans into activism. Materials Packet includes: “AGENDA 21 and YOU” booklet, “Dollars & Sense: Meltdown” booklet, Declaration of Independence/Constitution-pocket size, “Republics & Democracies” booklet, “A Republic, If You Can Keep It” booklet, “Restoring the Rights of the States/People” booklet, “Dollars and Sense” DVD, “Change it or Obey It?” DVD, “Overview of America” DVD, “The JBS AGENDA” booklet (2017ed, 339 total minutes, 1-4/$50.00ea; 5-9/$40.00ea; 10-19/$34.00ea; 20+/$27.00ea)
Constitution Is The Solution
Printed Manual & Lecture Guide
Instruction manual and lecture guides with talking points and study questions (with answers) to help you lead a successful “Constitution Is The Solution” workshop series. Also available as part of a complete set. See other options. (2013ed, 1-4/$5.00ea; 5-9/$4.75ea; 10-19/$4.50ea; 20+/$4.00ea) CSPMLG

Constitution Under Attack — REPRINT
Parts of the political Left are coming right out and admitting that they want to get rid of the U.S. Constitution, in favor of pure democracy — despite the dangers — and many conservatives are helping them. (2019ed, 8pp, 1-24/$0.50ea; 25-99/$0.40ea; 100-999/$0.35ea, 1,000+/$.30ea) RPCUA

Constitutional Principles — BOOKLET SET
Three of the most important topics regarding the Constitution — the Electoral College, a Constitutional Convention, and Article VI — are explained from a constitutionalist viewpoint in these three booklets. Understanding these topics is key to becoming an informed voter and responsible citizen. (2018, 1-4/$6.95ea; 5-9/$5.95ea; 10+/$4.95ea) SETBKTLS
Council on Foreign Relations — BOOKLET
by JBS
Despite promises of "change," as uttered by Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan, and Barack Obama, successive presidential administrations have in common the fact that important posts are staffed by individuals from the same small organizations, which direct our nation’s policies. Now includes 2016 CFR list! (2016ed, 39pp, 1-9/$2.95ea; 10-24/$2.25ea; 25-49/$2.00ea; 50-99/$1.70ea; 100+/$1.50ea)  
BKLTCFR

Declaration of Independence and the Constitution
This pocket-size booklet (approximately 3.5” x 5”) contains the two most important documents in American political history. It is a great reference to have on hand to defend constitutional principles. (2019ed, 48pp, pb, 1-9/$2.00ea; 10-24/$1.75ea; 50-74/$1.50ea; 75-99/$1.25ea; 100+/$1.00ea)  
BKLTDIC

Deep State
by Newman
By exposing different elements of the "Deep State," the dots are connected to explain how it operates and what YOU can do about it. (2020ed, 217pp, pb, 1-4/$9.95ea; 5-9/$9.45ea; 10-23/$8.95ea; 24-47/$7.95ea; 48+/6.95ea)  
BKDS
Do It Like Denmark? — REPRINT
The Scandinavian countries are held out as the models of socialist success, but as the old saying goes, “Be careful about what you wish for. You just might get it.” Includes 10 “Sound Bites” questioning socialism. (2019, 4pp, 1-24/$0.30ea; 25-99/$0.25ea; 100+/$0.20ea)

Enemies Within — DVD
by Loudon
Enemies Within profiles 14 senators and more than 50 representatives and their ties to the Communist Party USA, Democratic Socialists of America, Workers World Party, the Institute for Policy Studies, Council for a Livable World, and other radical anti-American organizations. (2016, 90min, 1/$14.95ea; 2-5/$13.95ea; 6-10/$12.95ea; 11-24/$11.95ea; 25+/$9.95ea)

Exposing Deep State — DVD
by JBS
The “Deep State” DVD features five videos of Alex Newman reporting on five aspects of the Deep State: 1. Bureaucracy; 2. “Intelligence” Agencies; 3. Behind the Deep State; 4. Secret Societies; and, 5. Money Men. *Sold in clear plastic sleeve only. (2018, Combined time of 36min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)
In the Shadows of the Deep State
by Thompson
NOW IN ITS THIRD PRINTING!! In 2016, a sea change occurred within the body politic of America. When Donald Trump came to epitomize the anger and frustration of a sizable segment of the American people, entrenched federal government bureaucrats began actively working against Trump’s America First agenda. Americans now know this as the Deep State (aka the Swamp or the Establishment). This book exposes its key players and its agenda, and explains how it can be stopped. Includes 2019 CFR list and two new addendums. (2019ed, 378pp, pb, 1-4/$10.95ea; 5-11/$9.00ea; 12-23/$7.50ea; 24+/+$6.45ea)

Killing the Deep State
by Corsi
In Killing the Deep State, Jerome Corsi lays it all out — from alarming evidence that the FBI planned to take out Trump to a plan that will help the commander-in-chief and his allies stop, expose, and destroy this dangerous shadow government. (2018, 256pp, hb, 1/$29.95ea; 2+/+$27.95ea)

Man, Freedom, & Government — DVD
by JBS
Enhanced remake of Ezra Taft Benson’s 1968 filmstrip classic. This DVD provides a roadmap for restoring our freedoms and rights.

Sleeved DVD (2005, 24min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)
Cased DVD (2005, 24min, 1-9/$5.95ea; 10-24/$4.95ea; 25-49/$3.95ea; 50-99/$2.95ea; 100-249/$2.25ea; 250+/$1.75ea)

Miracle at Philadelphia
by Bowen
Rediscover the timeless story of the Constitutional Convention of 1787. (1986ed, 346pp, pb, $16.95ea)
NeoConservatives: Changing American Politics — DVD
by JBS
Why is it that no matter whether Democrats or Republicans win the presidency, our country continues to suffer? The answer to this question reveals a stealthy shift that has occurred in American politics involving both parties, including the capture of the GOP by neoconservatives.
**Sleeved DVD** (2013, 20min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)
**Cased DVD** (2013, 20min, 1-9/$5.95ea; 10-24/$4.95ea; 25-49/$3.95ea; 50-99/$2.95ea; 100-249/$2.25ea; 250+/$1.75ea)

New Lies for Old
by Golitsyn
Soviet defector Anatoliy Golitsyn foretold future communist plans to become an even more potent force, including the fall of the Iron Curtain, the “cooperation” with the West, and much more. (1990ed, 412pp, pb, $29.95ea)

No God Next Door
by Kenny
Even before the Red Revolution in Russia, the communists viciously attacked freedom of religion and other liberties in Mexico. A prime target was the Catholic Church, which was subjected to terrible persecution. This classic study of that tragedy, written by a Catholic priest, was originally published in 1935. (1935ed, 199pp, pb, $15.95ea)
**Nullification: The Rightful Remedy — DVD**
by The Foundation for a Free Society and the Tenth Amendment Center
This documentary film will give you some tools you can use to stand up for the Constitution and liberty, whether the federal government gives you "permission" to or not. (2012, 70min, 1-4/$24.95ea; 5-9/$19.95ea; 10+/$15.95ea)

**New Digitally Remastered Overview of America — DVD**
by JBS
This video explains in a simple fashion the different systems of government throughout the world and the different economic principles underlying each type of government — and why freedom means prosperity.
- **Sleeved DVD** (2018 ed, 29min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)
- **Cased DVD + CSC APP** (2018, 29min, 1-9/$5.95ea; 10-24/$4.95ea; 25-99/$3.95ea; 100+/$2.25ea)

**(Spanish Version) Overview of America — DVD**
by JBS
Con una explicacion sencilla sobre los sistemas gubernamentales, economia basica y principios morales eternos, “Resumen de los Estados Unidos” muestra lo que fue responsable por crear Resumen de los Estados Unidos tan especial.
- **Sleeved DVD** (2006, 31min., 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)
- **Cased DVD + CSC APP** (2006, 31min., 1-9/$5.95ea; 10-24/$4.95ea; 25-99/$3.95ea; 100+/$2.25ea)
Rein In Big Government Action Pack
Get equipped to Rein In Big Government with this Action Pack! It contains what you need to understand how the U.S. political system has been both changed over time and exploited, as well as pointing out how we can return government to its proper role. (2019, 1/$9.95ea; 2-9/$8.95ea; 10+/$7.95ea) 

APRIBG

Restoring the Rights of the States and the People — BOOKLET
by JBS
John F. McManus shows how the federal government got off track from the Constitution, and offers specifics on what can be done to restore the proper balance. (2009, 40pp, 1-9/$2.95ea; 10-24/$2.00ea; 25-49/$1.50ea; 50-99/$1.00ea; 100+/$0.75ea) BKLTRRSP

Restoring the Rights of the States
and the People — BOOKLET
by JBS
This reprinted essay was first delivered as a speech at the Constitution Day luncheon of 'We, The People' in Chicago on September 17, 1961. The principles Robert Welch espoused in that speech are timeless. (2016ed, 34pp, 1-9/$2.95ea; 10-24/$2.00ea; 25-49/$1.50ea; 50-99/$1.00ea; 100+/$0.75ea) BKLTRAD

Republics & Democracies — BOOKLET
by JBS
This reprinted essay was first delivered as a speech at the Constitution Day luncheon of 'We, The People' in Chicago on September 17, 1961. The principles Robert Welch espoused in that speech are timeless. (2016ed, 34pp, 1-9/$2.95ea; 10-24/$2.00ea; 25-49/$1.50ea; 50-99/$1.00ea; 100+/$0.75ea) BKLTRAD
Robert Mueller: Errand Boy for the New World Order
by Milkovich
Because of Mueller’s rapport with the Washington elite, John Milkovich suggests the former FBI director has been “an architect and willing accomplice to governmental corruption, chicanery, deception and cover-ups for at least the last 30 years.” He also says Mueller “is an ever-willing instrument of Deep State dissimulation” and has been “plunged up to his elbows in corruption and cover-ups.” (2018, 205pp, pb, $18.95ea)  

ShadowRing — DVD
by Free Mind Films
ShadowRing will set the record straight on the who, when, why, where, and how those assuming control over us have gotten away with their criminal deeds for so long. (2015, 137min, 1/$19.95ea; 2-5/$17.95ea; 6-10/$15.95ea; 11-24/$12.95ea; 25+/$10.95ea)  

The 5000 Year Leap
by Skousen
In The 5000 Year Leap, author W. Cleon Skousen explains the 28 principles that our Founding Fathers thought were essential to peace, prosperity, and freedom and that have brought about tremendous progress in the past two centuries. (2008ed, 337pp, pb, $19.95ea)  

The Anglo-American Establishment
by Quigley
Writing of the secret society founded by Cecil Rhodes, Professor Carroll Quigley warns that, “No country that values its safety should allow what the Milner Group accomplished — that is, that a small number of men would be able to wield such power in administration and politics, [and] should be given almost complete control over the publication of documents relating to their actions.” (1981ed, 354pp, pb, $18.95ea)
The Anti-Federalist Papers
edited by Ketcham
A look at the clashes and compromises that gave birth to our form of government. (2003 ed, 406 pp, pb, 1/$7.99 ea; 2+/$6.99 ea) BKAFP

The Communist Manifesto
by Marx
The basic historical document by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels sets forth the principles of communism that still haunt the world today, though not always under the name “communism.” (2009 ed, 60 pp, pb, 1-9/$5.95 ea; 10-24/$5.25 ea; 25-99/$4.95 ea; 100+/$4.25 ea) BKCM

The Federalist Papers
by Hamilton, Madison, & Jay
The Freedom Index — REPRINT
A congressional scorecard based on the U.S. Constitution for the 116th Congress — votes 11-20 and descriptions. This is a 12-page, four-color reprint adapted from The Freedom Index that appeared in the July 20, 2020 issue of The New American — pgs. 22-32. (2020, 12pp, 1-24/$0.50ea; 25-99/$0.40ea; 100+/$0.35ea) RPF10720

The Invisible Government
By Smoot
The Invisible Government discusses The Council on Foreign Relations, perhaps the most politically influential group in the nation, which was founded to bring Marxist socialism into this country. Written by author Dan Smoot in 1962, it explains how “Communists in government during World War II formulated major policies which the Truman administration followed” and that “the policies continued, under Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson,” con- тrolled by the same group. (2020ed, pb, 291pp, 1-4/$9.95ea; 5-9/$8.00ea; 10-23/$6.50ea; 24-39/$5.95ea; 40+/$4.95ea) BKTIIG

The Law
by Bastiat
Frédéric Bastiat, in his classic exposé of socialism and communism as “legal plunder,” explains the fundamental principles involved in determining the proper scope of government. It explains socialist fallacies. New excerpts from Bastiat’s other writings such as “The Broken Window” & “The Candlemakers’ Petition.” (2019ed, 87pp, pb, 1-9/$6.95ea; 10+/$5.95ea) BKLN

The NeoConservatives — TWO DVD SET
by JBS
Discover how to identify a neoconservative, and learn about some of the policies and actions of a few neocon senators with this two-DVD set, which includes NeoConservatives: Changing American Politics and Who Are the Neconservatives? (2014, 56 total min, 1-9/$8.95ea; 10-24/$7.95ea; 25-49/$6.95ea; 50-99/$5.95ea; 100-249/$5.25ea; 250+/$4.75ea) DVSTN
The Problem With Socialism
By DiLorenzo
From debunking the theories and narratives that underpin socialism and socialist programs, to outlining a powerful case for freedom and free markets, The Problem With Socialism can serve as an excellent resource to educate Americans. (2019, hb, 176pp, 1/$18.95ea; 2-4/$17.95ea; 5+/$/15.95ea)  

The Real Newt Gingrich — DVD
by JBS
Analyzing the voting record and actions of former Congressman Newt Gingrich show his true motivations behind his faux conservatism. Updated video from a June 1996 presentation by JBS President John F. McManus. (2009ed, 33min., 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)  

The Shadows of Power
by Perloff
The Wall Street Trilogy: A History  
by Sutton  
In this trilogy, Professor Anthony C. Sutton presents extensive research tracing the support and financial backing of world-changing events by Wall Street, including the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution, Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s presidency, Hitler’s rise to power, World War II, and the beginnings of corporate socialism. (2018, pb, 528pp, 1/$24.95ea; 2+/$/23.95ea)  

Tragedy & Hope: A History of the World in Our Time  
by Quigley  
Professor Carroll Quigley praises the efforts of an “international Anglophile network” whose goal is to rule the world. He boasts of having been permitted “to examine its papers and secret records,” confirms the existence of an overarching conspiracy, and details the origin and rise to power of the CFR and allied groups. (1997ed, 1348pp, hb, 1/$42.95ea; 2+/$/40.95ea)  

What Is the Electoral College? — BOOKLET  
by JBS  
Learn why the Founders created the Electoral College for electing the president, the difference between a republic and a democracy, how the Electoral College works, why we shouldn’t elect the president by popular vote, how the Electoral College is unique, and why the Electoral College must be maintained. (2017ed, 18pp, 1-9/$2.95ea; 10-24/$2.00ea; 25-49/$1.50ea; 50-99/$1.00ea; 100+/$0.75ea)  

When Will We Hold Them to Their Oath? — REPRINT  
Upon taking office, all congressmen swear an oath stating that they will uphold the U.S. Constitution, but most have every intention of breaking that oath. Their excuses; our reply. (2019, 8pp, 1-24/$0.30ca; 25-99/$0.40ca; 100+/$0.35ca)
White House Reds
by Loudon
On the show Fox & Friends on May 23, 2019, Donald Trump, Jr. said the 2020 election would be about “communism versus freedom.” He was right. White House Reds profiles 10 high-profile contenders for the Democratic presidential nomination — all of them communists, socialists, or national security risks. (2020, pb, 269pp, 1/$24.95ea; 2-4/ $23.95ea; 5+/$21.95ea) BKWHR

Who Are the Neoconservatives? — DVD
by JBS
Providing specific examples of their policies and actions, Who Are the Neoconservatives? features some of the leading neo-Conservatives in Congress, such as Senators John McCain, Lindsey Graham, and Marco Rubio. (2014, 33min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea) DVDWAN

Why the Electoral College? — DVD
by JBS
If the United States is to remain free, our Republic must maintain the Electoral College. (2017, 7min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea) DVDWEC

William F. Buckley, Jr. Pied Piper for the Establishment
by McManus
Don’t let yourself be fooled! By understanding how and why the New York-Washington establishment embraced Buckley and his so-called conservatism, you can avoid the traps laid down by similar false conservatives. (2010ed, 259pp, pb, 1-11/$10.95ea; 12+/$8.95ea) BKWB
GEAR UP FOR THE “SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL POLICE” CAMPAIGN

SYLP Coloring Book.............. $2.25
............................................................... BKLTC SYLP

SYLP 6”x6” Window Cling..... $2.00
............................................................... WGSYLP6X6

SYLP Yard Sign...................................................................... $8.95
............................................................................................................. YSSYLP

SYLP Lapel/Envelope Stickers ............................................. $3.95
100/SET ........................................................................ LESSYLP

SYLP “What Can I Do”?— SLIM JIM............... $3.00
25/PACK ........................................................................ SJWCD SYLP

SYLP Bumper Sticker........................................................................... $1.00
............................................................................................................. BSSYLP

SYLP Magnetic Notepad With Important Numbers.............. $1.95
............................................................... MAGNPSYLP

SYLP Wristband.............. $1.25
............................................................... WRSTBSYLP

SYLP Fact & Resource Card ..................................................... $8.00
100/SET ........................................................................ CFRS SYLP

Policing POLICE — REPRINT ........................................ $0.30
............................................................................................................. RPPP
**Beware of Article V — CD or DVD**  
by JBS  
This 36-minute video emphasizes the inability of state legislators to prevent a “runaway” federal constitutional convention.  
**Sleeved DVD** (2009, 36min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)  
**Cased DVD** (2009, 36min, 1-9/$5.95ea; 10-24/$4.95ea; 25-49/$3.95ea; 50-99/$2.95ea; 100-249/$2.25ea; 250+/+$1.75ea)  
**Audio CD** (2009, 36min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)

---

**Beware of Con Cons — CD or DVD**  
by JBS  
A 12-minute video featuring three state legislators who urge their fellow state legislators to vote against any resolution calling for a constitutional convention (Con-Con).  
**Audio CD** (2011, 12min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)  
**Sleeved DVD** (2011, 12min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)  
**Cased DVD** (2009, 36min, 1-9/$5.95ea; 10-24/$4.95ea; 25-49/$3.95ea; 50-99/$2.95ea; 100-249/$2.25ea; 250+/+$1.75ea)  
**CDBCCDLC**

---

**Beware of Con Cons: A Deeper Look — CD or DVD**  
by JBS  
A 30-minute video featuring three state legislators to vote against any resolution calling for a constitutional convention (Con-Con).  
**Audio CD** (2011, 30min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)  
**Sleeved DVD** (2011, 30min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)  
**CDBCDL**

---

For ordering information, go to ShopJBS.org
Change It or Obey It? — DVD
by JBS

The country is only a handful of states away from the calling of a Balanced Budget Amendment (BBA) Article V convention. Which side are you on in the escalating debate over holding a constitutional convention for a whole variety of reasons? This engaging video will help you make up your mind by analyzing (1) Marketing Claims of Convention Promoters; (2) Proposed Amendments; and (3) True Constitutional Solutions.
(2017, 80 min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)  
DVDCOO

Con - Con Action Pack
Get equipped to Stop a Con-Con with this Action Pack! It contains what you need to educate yourself and others about the wisdom of having a new constitutional convention — held for any reason. (2019, 1/$9.95ea; 2-9/$8.95ea; 10+/7.95ea)  
APCON

Dual Feature — Nullification vs. Constitutional Convention and A Crash Course on a Constitutional Convention — DVD
by JBS

Heard about the call for an Article V convention, also known as a constitutional convention? Get the real scoop and inform others with this great dual feature DVD! (2016, 3min + 7min, 1-9/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)  
DVDNVCCC
Let's Set the Record Straight — REPRINT

In the controversy over whether to convene a constitutional convention (aka a convention of the states), many misconceptions or fabrications about the JBS's position regarding such a convention have been cast about as if they were factual. This reprint sets the record straight. This eight-page foreword from the JBS Bulletin by CEO Art Thompson originally appeared in the May 2015 issue. (2016, 8pp, 1-24/$0.25ea; 25-99/$0.15ea; 100+/$0.10ea)

Protecting Our Constitution: How State Legislators Can Interpose — DVD

by JBS

Representative Dorothy Moon (R-Idaho) tells of her uphill battle against the relentless push for an Article V Convention in her state, and how the right people and the right tools can make all the difference. She describes outright fraud used by one organization pushing to convene a modern constitutional convention and how the battle played out in 2018: Idaho and every other state rejected the "Convention of States" in spite of their dirty tricks! (2018, 29min., 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)

Rein In Big Government With Article VI, Not V — DVD or CD

by JBS

This presentation explains how to rein in Big Government by creating an informed electorate that will hold elected officials accountable to their Article VI oath "to support this Constitution." In contrast, the Founders provided the Article V convention for correcting defects in the Constitution, not for reining in elected officials who ignore it.

Audio CD (2017, 58min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)

DVD (2017, 60min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)
Save the Constitution — REPRINT
This educational tool is designed to inform state legislators and constitutionalist activists about how to save the Constitution by rescinding Article V convention applications. Such a constitutional convention would have the inherent power to alter or abolish the Constitution. This eight-page reprint by Larry Greenley originally appeared in the January 25, 2016 issue of TNA — pgs. 15-18. (2016, 8pp, 1-24/$0.30ea; 25-99/$0.40ea; 100-999/$0.35ea; 1,000+/$0.30ea) RPSTC

Solving the Debt Crisis — REPRINT
The solution to our debt crisis is for “We the People” to take our Republic back from the special interests by educating voters to enforce the Constitution, not by adding a Balanced Budget Amendment via an Article V Convention. This eight-page reprint by Larry Greenley originally appeared in the November 21, 2016 issue of TNA — pgs. 21-27. (2016, 8pp, 1-24/$0.25ea; 25-99/$0.15ea; 100-999/$0.10ea; 1,000+/$0.05ea) RPSDC

State Legislator Packet
This packet is intended for personal delivery to state legislators by citizen-activists who want to help increase legislators’ understanding of our form of government and their role within it. It includes six highly relevant, foundational, educational items. The sealed packet includes: “The Law,” “Restoring the Rights of the States and the People,” “The Solution Is The Constitution, Not Article V,” “A Humbling Lesson: Congressman Davy Crockett Learns About Limited Government,” Overview of America DVD and a cover letter briefly explaining the contents. (2017, 1-4/9.95ea; 5-9/$8.95ea; 10-24/$7.95ea; 24-49/$6.95ea; 50+/$5.95ea) PJBSSL
The Article V Convention: What Are They Not Telling You? — DVD
by JBS
This excellent 59-minute video has four parts: (1) 4 Conflicting Approaches; (2) What Article V Really Says; (3) The 1787 Precedent — 3 Indisputable Facts; and (4) Conclusion. This video is recommended for providing an up-to-date analysis of the Article V Convention issue for anti-Con-Con activists and for educating state legislators on the reasons to oppose all Article V Convention applications. (2015, 59min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)

The Founders’ Brilliant Solution to Big Government: Article VI — BOOKLET
by JBS
Big Government can be reined in by enforcing the Constitution instead of changing it. This booklet shows how to do this by applying the Constitution’s Article VI, Clause 2 (Supremacy Clause) and Clause 3 (Oath of Office). An informed electorate would bring about nullification of unconstitutional laws. (2018ed, 22pp, 1-9/$2.95ea; 10-24/$2.00ea; 25-49/$1.50ea; 50-99/$1.00ea; 100+/$0.75ea)

The Founders’ Brilliant Solution to Big Government: Article VI — DVD
by JBS
Big Government can be reined in by enforcing the Constitution instead of changing it, by applying the Constitution’s Article VI, Clause 2 (Supremacy Clause) and Clause 3 (Oath of Office). Find out how you can help!
Audio CD (2018ed, 35min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)

Sleeved DVD (2019, 30 min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)

The Left Wants a Con-Con Too — REPRINT
This educational tool highlights the threat of a Con-Con from the Left and can help to educate pro-Con-Con Republican legislators about the dangers and possible ramifications of convening a convention. This eight-page reprint by Christian Gomez originally appeared in the February 5, 2018 issue THE NEW AMERICAN, (2018, 8pp, 1-24/$0.50ea; 25-99/$0.40ea; 100-999/$0.35ea; 1,000+/$0.30ea)
The New BBA Con-Con Threat — REPRINT
A Balanced Budget Amendment Article V Convention would be a threat to the Constitution because of its inherent power to be a runaway convention and the tendency of a BBA to move our nation from a republic to a democracy. This eight-page reprint by Larry Greenley originally appeared in the October 5, 2015 issue of TNA — pgs. 25-30. (2015, 8pp, 1-24/$0.25ea; 25-99/$0.15ea; 100-999/$0.10ea; 1,000+/$/0.05ea)  RPNBBA

The Solution Is the Constitution, Not Article V — REPRINT
This educational tool presents three basic reasons why state legislators should vote against applications to Congress for an Article V convention. This 12-page reprint is adapted from a combination of articles from May 5, 2014 and the March 9, 2015 issues of The New American. (2015, 12pp, 1-24/$0.25ea; 25-99/$0.15ea; 100+/$/0.10ea)  RPSCNAV

To Preserve the Nation — DVD
by JBS
Constitutional expert Scott Bradley explains why state legislatures should not apply to Congress to call an Article V Constitutional Convention for the purpose of proposing a Balanced Budget Amendment. (2014, 47min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$/0.64ea)  DVDTPTN

What Is a Constitutional Convention? — BOOKLET
by JBS
Learn how an Article V constitutional convention works, the precedents created by the Constitutional Convention of 1787, the original purpose of the state-initiated convention provision, the dangers of a constitutional convention, why a runaway convention is bad, whether the Article V ratification process is a safeguard, and what you can do to help. (2017ed, 22pp, 1-9/$2.95ea; 10-24/$2.00ea; 25-49/$1.50ea; 50-99/$1.00ea; 100+/$/0.75ea)  BKLTWCC
CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

What Is a Constitutional Convention? — DVD
by JBS
Learn about how an Article V constitutional convention works and what you can do to help prevent one from happening. (2017, 13min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea) DVPCC

What Will Balance The Budget? — DVD
by JBS
With an unprecedented national debt of $20 trillion and the likelihood of continued unbalanced budgets, the country is only a handful of states away from the calling of an Article V Constitutional convention to consider proposing a Balanced Budget Amendment (BBA). Which side are you on in the debate over the calling of such a convention? This eight-minute animated video will help you decide. (2017, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea) DWBB

Who’s Behind a Constitutional Convention? — REPRINT
Though it may seem as if conservative, pro-American groups are behind the movement to alter the U.S. Constitution, the deep pockets are provided by anti-American globalists. This eight-page reprint by C. Mitchell Shaw originally appeared in the September 3, 2018 issue of TNA — pgs. 10-16. (2018, 8pp, 1-24/$0.50ea; 25-99/$0.40ea; 100-999/$0.35ea; 1,000+/$0.30ea) RPWBC
IN THE SHADOWS OF THE DEEP STATE

Learn about the history of the CFR and its key role in implementing the Deep State’s agenda to bring about a one-world, socialist government.

Includes a 2019 CFR membership list, updates, and added addendums!

By Arthur R. Thompson, CEO, The John Birch Society
(2019ed, 372pp, 1-4/$10.95ea; 5-9/$9.00ea; 10-23/$7.50ea; 24+/6.45ea) BKISODS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Get Us Out! — BUMPER STICKERS</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The UN Founding And Founders — REPRINT</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get Us Out! Envelope Stickers</td>
<td>$4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our UN-American Military — REPRINT</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The United Nations and YOU — PAMPHLET</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside the United Nations</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The UN Deception</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedom From War — 7277</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America and the United Nations</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.N. Me</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The U.S. vs. The U.N.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The UN is Working to take
YOUR GUNS Banner Download 4x8 .................................................. $10.00
...................................................................................................................... EDELBGUOTG

The UN is Working to take
YOUR FREEDOMS Banner Download 4x8 .................................................. $10.00
...................................................................................................................... EDELBGUOTF

Get Us Out! Yard Sign .......................................................................................... $11.95
.................................................................................................................. YSGUOUN

Get Us Out! Window Cling .................................................................................... $1.00
.......................................................................................................................... WCGUO

Get Us Out! of the UN Billboard ........................................................................ $50.00
**Call to order - 1-800-JBS USA - 1 .......................................................................................................................... BBGUO
Animal Farm
by Orwell
A political tale about a group of farm animals who overthrow their master to run the farm themselves. They set out to create a paradise of progress, justice, and equality. Great for grown-ups who love a razor-edged fairy tale. (1996ed, 128pp, pb, 1/$8.95ea; 2+/$/7.95ea)

Dollars & $ense
by JBS
Dollars & Sense, by John E McManus, is an excellent tool for teaching Americans about the nature of money and how to solve inflation.

Sleeved DVD (2008, 48min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$/0.64ea)

Cased DVD (2008, 48min, 1-9/$5.95ea; 10-24/$4.95ea; 25-49/$3.95ea; 50-99/$2.95ea; 100-249/$2.25ea; 250+/$/1.75ea)

Audio CD (2008, 42min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$/0.64ea)

Booklet (2009, 40pp, 1-9/$2.95ea; 10-24/$2.00ea; 25-49/$1.50ea; 50-99/$1.00ea; 100+/$/0.75ea)

Dual Feature — Dollars & Sense and Overview of America — DVD
by JBS
Overview discusses what makes freedom and prosperity possible, and Dollars & Sense provides an excellent tool for teaching Americans about the nature of money and inflation, and how to solve the problem. (2009, 48min + 29min, 1-20/$2.00ea; 21-50/$1.75ea; 51-999/$1.50ea; 1,000+/$/1.28ea)
Economics in One Lesson
by Hazlitt
The shortest and surest way to understand basic economics.
(1979 ed, 210 pp, pb, 1/$16.95 ea; 2-4/$15.95 ea; 5+/$13.95 ea)

Foundations: Their Power and Influence
by Wormser
Renee A. Wormser examines some of America's most powerful tax-exempt foundations; their actions, as opposed to their stated purposes; the interlocking groups of men who run them; and their influence on the country at large. First published in 1958. (1993 ed, 412 pp, pb, 1/$19.95 ea; 2+/$12.95 ea)

The Creature From Jekyll Island
by Griffin
G. Edward Griffin unmasks the secrets behind the manipulation of our nation's money supply by providing an insider's look at how the Federal Reserve came into being and how it controls the value of the dollar. (2010, 5th ed, 608 pp, pb, 1-11/$29.95 ea; 12+/$28.45 ea)
American Tyranny Step by Step:
Saving Our Republic — DVD
by JBS
JBS CEO Art Thompson looks to history to understand what can happen to American freedoms if the federal government continues to centralize power. Viewer discretion is advised. (2010, 21min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea) 

Domestic Terror:
Antifa Unmasked — BOOKLET
by JBS
“Domestic Terror: Antifa Unmasked” exposes the communist forces behind Antifa. It should be a must-read for both police and civilians to increase their understanding regarding the danger this group represents. (2017, 28pp, 1-9/$2.95ea; 10-24/$2.00ea; 25-49/$1.50ea; 50-99/$1.00ea; 100+/$0.75ea)

Exposing Terrorism
— BOOKLET or DVD
by JBS
JBS CEO Art Thompson reveals there is more to the war on terror than meets the eye.

Sleeved DVD (2009, 17min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)

Booklet (2017ed, 43pp, 1-9/$2.95ea; 10-24/$2.00ea; 25-49/$1.50ea; 50+/$1.00ea)
 Saving the Second Amendment — REPRINT
This reprint of three articles from the February 17 issue of The New American shows how gun owners have responded to the Democrats’ anti-gun legislation in Virginia, how gun owners are responding to similar threats nationwide, and why the latest anti-gun measures are nonsensical. (2020, 12pp, 1-24/$0.50ea; 25-99/$0.40ea; 100+/$0.35ea)

The Founders’ Second Amendment by Halbrook
Do Americans have a God-given right to bear arms? Or is this power vested solely in government? Recent years have seen a sea change in scholarship on the Second Amendment. Beginning in the 1960s, a view emerged that individuals had a “right” to bear arms only in militia service — a limited, “collective” right. But in the late 1980s, Dr. Stephen Halbrook and a handful of other scholars began producing an altogether persuasive analysis that changed thinking on the matter so that today, even in canonical textbooks, bearing arms is acknowledged as an individual right. (2008, 448pp, pb, 1/$19.95ea; 2+/$17.95ea)
**Agenda 21: How Will It Affect You & Your Business — DVD**
by JBS
Geared toward business owners and executive management, this is a shortened version of the popular DVD "Agenda 21: How Will It Affect You?" JBS CEO Arthur R. Thompson introduces the topic and offers tips at the end. (2013, 13min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)  
**DVDA21B**

**Blue — DVD**
by King
For decades the Green Movement has claimed that Earth is threatened by the activity and existence of mankind. Green policies require that we give up our liberties to “save” the planet. This film challenges Green philosophies, and explores issues such as carbon emissions, climate change, and overpopulation. Blue casts a bold new vision: that through greater freedom we can realize a fuller potential for man and this beautiful blue planet we call home. (2014, 58min, 1-4/$17.95ea; 5-9/$15.95ea; 10+/$14.95ea)  
**DVDBLUE**

**Inconvenient Facts: The Science That Al Gore Doesn’t Want You to Know**
by Wrightstone
This autographed book is a common-sense rebuttal to the "climate change" zealots’ arguments that humanity is to blame for the change in the weather and the Earth’s climatic ills. (2017, 158pp, pb, 1/$19.95ea; 2+/$/17.95ea)  
**BKIF**
The Politically Incorrect Guide to Climate Change
by Morano
Less freedom. More regulation. Higher costs. Make no mistake: Those are the surefire consequences of the modern global-warming campaign waged by political and cultural elites, who have long ago abandoned fact-based science for dramatic fear-mongering in order to push increased central planning. (2018, 285pp, pb, 1/$19.95ea; 2-9/$17.95; 10+/$18.45ea)

Sustainable: The War on Free Enterprise, Private Property and Individuals
by DeWeese
Sustainable: The War on Free Enterprise, Private Property and Individuals describes in detail the process being used at every level of government to reorganize our society under the excuse of environmental protection. (2018, 206pp, pb, 1/$19.95ea; 2-9/$18.95; 10+/$18.45ea)

Freedom Project Academy
Faithfully Educating America
- Judeo-Christian Live Online School
- Church Partnerships
- Classical Curriculum

FPEUSA.ORG
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In The Shadows Of The Deep State</td>
<td>$10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposing Deep State — DVD</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the Shadows of the Deep State: Destroying Our Sovereignty — DVD</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enemies Within — DVD</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killing the Deep State</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China: The Deep State Trojan Horse in America</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep State Action Pack</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CFR - Directing The Disorder — REPRINT..........................$1.25
The CFR is the Deep State powerhouse undoing and remaking our world, This reprint includes a list of the current CFR dominance over government, media, think tanks, foundations, public health, and industry, as well as charts of the historic CFR dominance over the government of the U.S.A from 1929 to present. (2020ed, 20 pp, 1-24/$1.25ea; 25-99/$1.10ea; 100-499/$1.00ea; 500+/$0.75ea) .......................................................... RPCFR

Deep State................................. $9.95 .......................................................... BKDS

White House Reds ............... $24.95 .......................................................... BKWHHR

The Deep State’s War on America — SLIM JIM....... $3.00
25/PACK......................................................... SJDSWA

Robert Mueller: Errand Boy for the New World Order...... $18.95 .......................................................... BKRMEB

Agenda 2: Masters of Deceit — DVD ...................$10.95 .......................................................... DVDA2MOD

The Invisible Government................................. $9.95 .......................................................... BKTIG

The Wall Street Trilogy: A History ............... $24.95 .......................................................... BKWST
A Case for Blocking the NAU — DVD
by JBS
A Case for Blocking the North American Union offers an updated, no-nonsense report on the dangers of illegal immigration and the proposed NAU. (2008, 11min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)

Brushfires of Freedom — DVD
by JBS
In this standing-room-only speech given in 2004 to a crowd in Salt Lake City, Utah, Congressman Ron Paul champions the timeless principles of limited government, national independence, and sound foreign policy. (2008, 52min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)

Building a NAU Fact or Fiction? — DVD
by JBS
Narrated by Henry Lamb, Building a North American Union: Fact or Fiction? Is a simple presentation that demonstrates the behind-the-scenes approach to implementing a North American Union. (2007, 19min, 1/$2.00ea; 2-10/$1.50ea; 11-20/$1.25ea; 21-99/$1.00ea; 100+/$0.75ea)
**Constitution Sí! Amnesty No! — DVD**

by JBS

First the healthcare mandate and now amnesty. Promising to be a contentious issue. Amnesty for illegal immigration begins to rear its head again. John McManus revisits and updates his 2006 DVD Immigration Invasion to reflect current trends and statistics. (2010, 30min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)

**The Nation’s Deathbed — DVD**

by JBS

See what the mainstream media didn’t show you during the 2007 Security and Prosperity Partnership meeting in Canada. This Canadian documentary offers valuable lessons on the formation of the North American Union, something political leaders and mainstream media emphatically deny. This presentation, prepared by Press for Truth, has been edited by The John Birch Society. Intermittent sound problems while viewing this DVD on older equipment may occur, but on newer computers or DVD players there is no audio track issues.

**The Real Face of the EU — DVD**

by Day

This documentary produced by Phillip Day includes commentary from a member of the European Union (EU) Parliament and other EU analysts. It covers the history and goals of the EU, as well as the disturbing, irrevocable implications the EU continental government holds for every British citizen. With a similar process unfolding in America under the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), Americans are starting to ask themselves if their elected officials should be allowed to go down the same path and create a North American Union.
Americanism 101 — BOOKLET SET
by JBS
Learn about American liberty and the threats to it with this set of 14 educational booklets. Set includes:
“Dollars & Sense: Meltdown,” “Exposing Terrorism,” “Restoring the Rights of the States/People,”
“A Republic, If You Can Keep It,” “The John Birch Society: REALITY vs. MYTH,” “AGENDA 21 and YOU,”
“Support Your Local Police,” “America and the United Nations,” “How the Free Trade Agenda Affects YOU,”

Birchtionary — BOOKLET
by JBS
Designed for John Birch Society activists, this booklet defines words and terms used by JBS members. Entries range from JBS “in-house” terminology to words pertaining to the globalist agenda that are relatively unknown to most Americans. Perfect for new members. (2018cd, 53pp, 1-9/$3.95ea; 10-49/$3.70ea; 50-74/$3.45ea; 75-99/$3.20ea; 100+/$2.95ea)
JBS 60th Anniversary Council Dinner — DVD SET
by JBS

Dual Feature — Standing The Test of Time and Overview of America — DVD
by JBS
Standing the Test of Time reviews some commonly known “facts” that turn out to be wrong and then goes on to challenge and correct some commonly held beliefs of the JBS. Dynamically presented, Overview of America illustrates what makes America unique. (2016, 9min/29min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$/0.64ea)

JBS “Surge” — DVD
by JBS
An overview of successes of The John Birch Society. Perfect for interested prospects, group presentations, and service clubs. (2008, 30min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$/0.64ea)
JBS 60th Anniversary Welcome Tote
Navy blue gusset tote with white lettering — “The John Birch Society, Celebrating 60 Years 1958-2018” filled with the 60th anniversary commemorative program, pin, pen, stadium cup, magnets, and special TNA issue. A $32.75 value for only $25.00! Get yours today! (2018, 1/$10.95ea; 2+/$7.95ea) 60THWT

JBS 60th Anniversary Welcome Tote & National Council Dinner DVD Set
Includes DVD set + Welcome Tote filled with 60th goodies! Welcome Tote includes: 10/8 issue of TNA, 60th Anniversary Commemorative Program, 60th Anniversary Pin, 60th Anniversary Pen, 60th Anniversary Stadium Cup w/straw, “Americanism” Magnet, and a TNA Magnet (2018, 1+/$18.95) DVDS60&WT
JBS Agenda — BOOKLET

by JBS

This newly revised “JBS Agenda” booklet provides a prioritized action agenda for JBS members to use in planning what actions to undertake as a chapter and as individuals in their local areas. Each monthly JBS Bulletin makes specific action requests for that month based on which of the permanent “JBS Agenda” items have been chosen by JBS leadership to highlight for that month. The “JBS Agenda” booklet is also useful for showing prospective members what the JBS stands for and what members do. (2017ed, 36pp, 1-9/$1.00ea; 10-24/$0.90ea; 25-99/$0.85; 100+/$0.75ea)

JBS Training Video Series — SIX DVD SET

by JBS

The John Birch Society has the plan to succeed. This set of DVDs explains the plan, lays out the goals, and educates and motivates members to become better and more effective activists, using proven strategies and tactics. Some of our most successful leaders relate their experiences. After viewing, you’ll understand the who, what, where, when, why, and how of being a Bircher. These inexpensive DVDs are a must for every JBS Chapter. Set includes six DVDs: Restoring Our Constitutional Republic — 39min, The Power of 500 — 39min, New Member Orientation — 21min, Introduction to Activism — 29min, Healthy Chapters by Design — 24min, Who Are the Enemies of Liberty? — 38min (2011ed, 190 total minutes, 1-4/$15.95ea; 5-9/$12.95ea; 10+/$10.95ea)
For ordering information, go to ShopJBS.org

THE JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY

**Restoring America: The Heartbeat of the Americanist Cause Recruitment**
by JBS
This beautifully illustrated booklet allows all members to conduct their own presentation of The John Birch Society. The booklet contains an introduction to some of the Society's history, its leadership structure, past victories, and the role of both the field staff and individual members. Also included with the booklet is the video *We are JBS* & two JBS membership applications. (2014, 20pp, pb, 1/$3.95ea; 2-4/$3.50ea; 5-9/$2.95ea; 10+/$2.50ea)

**Tangents — BOOKLET**
by JBS
Learn how to avoid a couple dozen "tangents" that often distract members of The John Birch Society and their allies from implementing the Society's agenda of stopping the New World Order and promoting enforcement of the U.S. Constitution. Twenty-two tangents are described, ranging from "The Income Tax Rebellion" to "Constitutional Convention." (2019ed, 32pp, 1-9/$3.95ea; 10-24/$3.00ea; 25-49 /$2.50ea; 50-99/$2.00ea; 100+/$1.95ea)

**The Blue Book**
by Welch
A transcript of the entire two-day presentation given by Robert Welch at the founding meeting of The John Birch Society in Indianapolis, in December 1958. The background, methods, and purposes of The John Birch Society are set forth. It also includes a new introduction by JBS CEO Art Thompson, reviewing some of Robert Welch's predictions from the original manuscript, and the complete text of Welch's speech "The Truth in Time," an overview of the national and world situation in 1966. (2012ed, 204pp, pb, 1/$8.95ea; 2-5/$8.00ea; 6-19/$7.00ea; 20+/$6.00ea)
The Life and Words of Robert Welch
by Griffin
View Robert Welch, a man who learned to read at age two, entered college at 12, struggled to success in industry, and launched a movement that ultimately became the largest force against communism and collectivism in the entire world. (2020 ed, 332pp)
HB (1/$19.95ea; 2-4/$18.95ea; 5-11/$15.95ea; 12-23/$12.95ea; 24+/$9.95ea) BKLWRWHB
PB (1/$14.95ea; 2-4/$13.95ea; 5-15/$10.95ea; 16-31/$8.95ea; 32+/$5.95ea) BKLWRWPB
HB and PB set (1/$19.95ea; 2+/$18.95ea) SETBKLWRW

The John Birch Society: Reality vs. Myth — BOOKLET
by JBS
The John Birch Society has proven to be one of the most controversial organizations in American history. In this booklet we encapsulate the history, demolish the false accusations, and set the record straight. (2011, 40pp, 1-9/$2.95ea; 10-24/$2.00ea; 25-49/$1.50ea; 50-99/$1.00ea; 100+/$0.75ea) BKLJBSRVM

The John Birch Society: Its History Recounted by Someone Who Was There
by McManus
An inside historical look at The John Birch Society as presented by someone who closely worked with JBS Founder Robert Welch and became one of its most important leaders. (2018, 472pp, hb, 1/$20.95ea; 2-11/$16.95ea; 12+/$16.00ea) BKJSSSWT

The Life of John Birch
by Welch
The biography of a young American who was brutally murdered by the Chinese Communists in 1945, 10 days after the end of World War II. John Birch has been called the first casualty of World War III. “With his death and in his death the battle lines were drawn, in a struggle from which either communism or Christian-style civilization must emerge with one completely triumphant, the other completely destroyed.” (1960 ed, 135pp, pb, 1-47/$2.95ea; 48+/$2.70ea) BKTLOJB

For case shipping and handling on books, please order online or call for rates. 1-800-342-6491
The Power of 500 — DVD
by JBS
The backbone of building an educated electorate, The Power of 500 gives you all the details you need to move forward in your local area. This product provides a great way to share the vision of how to organize and the possibilities of what you can do. Buy in bulk to share with others! (2011, 39min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/€0.64ea)

The Robert Welch Presentations — SIX DVD SET
by Welch
The Robert Welch Presentations capture the best of Welch’s uniquely prophetic speeches from 1959 to 1974. These speeches established the philosophical foundation and grass-roots organization of The John Birch Society and provided the impetus for today’s rapidly growing movement to restore freedom under the Constitution. The set includes six DVDs: 1. The Life of John Birch; 2. An Intro to the JBS, What Is the JBS, and An Invitation to Membership; 3. The Touch of Sanity; 4. The Truth in Time; 5. In One Generation — Part 1; 6. In One Generation — Part 2, Look at the Score. (2009ed, 553 total minutes, $29.95ea)

Using Truth To Fight About The John Birch Society — REPRINT
The John Birch Society has been enduring rampant smears of late, being called anti-Semitic and a white nationalist group. But the truth is far different — and always has been. (2017, 8pp, 1-24/$0.25ea; 25-99/$0.15ea; 100+/$0.10ea)
We Are The John Birch Society — DVD
by JBS
Concerned Americans are frustrated with politics as usual and are looking for a plan to maximize freedom by returning to limited government under the Constitution. The John Birch Society was formed to do just that.
Sleeved DVD (2013, 16min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/+$0.64ea)
Cased DVD (2013, 16min, 1-9/$5.95ea; 10-24/$4.95ea; 25-49/$3.95ea; 50-99/$2.95ea; 100-249/$2.25ea; 250+/+$1.75ea)

Who Is John Birch? — DVD
by Loving
We know the Society, but do we know John Birch, the man, who was a missionary turned military spy? Follow the story of this Georgia boy, the child of Christian missionaries, who grew up with the desire to preach the "Word" to those in China and "save souls," only to find himself helping save their country from Japanese occupation during World War II. Learn the intriguing escape of Jimmy Doolittle and the Tokyo Raiders in occupied China, and the important role John Birch, the missionary, played in leading them through enemy lines to safety. (2004, 55min, 1-9/$17.95ea; 10+/+$15.95ea)

www.thenewamerican.com/top-daily-headlines
Sign up to receive a round up of our top headlines at a frequency that works for you. Emails are only sent during the work week, and you can choose to get a daily, weekly or monthly recap. Since your privacy is important to us, your information will never be shared.
Con-Con Action Pack .................. $9.95
.......................................................... APCON

Constitution Is the Solution Lecture Series ........... $45.00
.................................................... DVDSCSCMP

The New BBA Con-Con Threat — REPRINT ........ $0.25
......................................................... RPNBBA

Beware of Con Cons — CD or DVD .............. $1.00
........................................................................ CDBCC, DVDBCC

Let’s Set the Record Straight — REPRINT......... $0.25
........................................................................ RPLSRS

The New BBA Con-Con Threat — REPRINT ........ $0.25
......................................................... RPNBBA

Beware of Con Cons: A Deeper Look — CD or DVD .......... $1.00
.......................................................................... CDDBCDL, DVDBCDL

Dual Feature — Nullification vs. Constitutional Convention & A Crash Course on a Con-Con — DVD ............... $1.00
................................................................................ DVDNVCCC

Rein In Big Government Action Pack......... $9.95
........................................................................ APRIBG

Con-Con Action Pack .............................. $9.95
........................................................................ APCON

State Legislator Packet ......................... $9.95
......................................................................... PSJBSSL

Constitution Is the Solution Lecture Series ........ $45.00
...................................................................... DVDSCSCMP
A Physician’s Solution to Healthcare — DVD
by JBS
Neither of the country’s main political parties has a plan to dramatically lower healthcare costs and extend medical services to all of the needy — Dr. Alieta Eck has such a plan. (2010, 7min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)

Alive and Well
by Binzel
Dr. Binzel relates many interesting and outrageous examples of efforts by government and other health authorities to prevent him from fulfilling the desire of patients to select the type of treatment they desire. Also, the story of an astonishing 20-year record of treating cancer patients with strict nutrition therapy, including a total nutritional program with a list of foods essential for health. (1994ed, 143pp, pb, 1/$17.95ea; 2+/ $16.95ea)

VAXXED: From Cover-Up to Catastrophe — DVD
by Hooker
Interviews with pharmaceutical insiders, doctors, politicians, and parents of vaccine-injured children reveal an alarming deception that has contributed to the skyrocketing increase of autism and potentially the most catastrophic epidemic of our lifetime. (2017, 91min, 1-4/$24.95ea; 5-9/$22.95ea; 10+/$19.95ea)

Wait Till It’s Free — DVD
by Gunn
This documentary film by Colin Gunn goes miles beneath the surface of ObamaCare to expose the 100-year progression of socialized medicine in America. It outs the eerie truth about waiting lines, death panels, and total disregard for human life in socialized healthcare systems. (2014, 83min, 1-4/$19.95ea; 5-9/$17.95ea; 10+/$16.95ea)

World Without Cancer
by Griffin
In this provocative book, author G. Edward Griffin compiles the evidence that cancer is the result of a dietary deficiency in a substance known as vitamin B-17. Purified for cancer treatment, this substance is also known as Laetrile. Could this substance be one of the keys to unlocking a cure for cancer? Treatment with Laetrile is banned by the FDA. Griffin poses the question of whether or not investigations into the efficacy of the substance have been stymied by entrenched interests in the healthcare industry. (1997ed, 368pp, pb, $22.95ea)
COUNTERING A COVID-19 GOVERNMENT OVERREACH

Freedom Is the Cure
— YARD SIGN ......................... $14.95
......................................................... YSFIC

Freedom Is the Cure Banner
Download 4x8 or 4x10 .......... $10.00
......................................................... EDELFIC, EDELFIC2

Freedom Is the Cure
— BUMPER STICKER ............... $1.00
......................................................... BSFIC

Forced Vaccines and Digital IDs — REPRINT .......... $0.50
......................................................... RPFVDI

Freedom Is the Cure
— SLIM JIM ............................... $3.00
25/PACK ........................................ SBFIC

Freedom Is
The Cure Pull Up Banner ..... $10.00
......................................................... EDELBFICPU
A Humbling Lesson — BOOKLET
by Ellis
From The Life of Colonel David Crockett by Edward Ellis. In this short work provides an entertaining, memorable account by Davy Crockett himself about how a constituent convinced him to adhere to the Constitution at all times. (2010, 10pp, 1-9/$1.95ea; 10-24/$1.25ea; 25-49/$1.00ea; 50-99/$0.70ea; 100+/80.50ea)

America’s God and Country
by Federer
This book of quotes consists of profound and inspiring thoughts from our Founding Fathers, presidents, statesmen, scientists, and others. These selections eloquently capture America’s noble heritage. The material is alphabetically arranged by author, fully footnoted, and indexed by subject. (2013ed, 845pp, hb, 1/$24.95ea; 2+/22.95ea)

American Political Writings — SET OF TWO
by Hyneman and Lutz
A must-have collection of 76 dissertations, sermons, and orations selected by the editors as the best writings of the founding era on the conceptions and establishment of republican government in America. (1983, 1, 418pp, pb, $23.95ea)
Friends of the Constitution
edited by Sheehan and McDowell

Dangers and Threats: Common Core — DVD
by FreedomProject Academy
This video tells how a federal scheme to control schools’ curricula unrolled without fanfare or opposition though it generally lowers education standards and morals for kids. Reproduced and distributed by permission of FreedomProject Academy.
Sleeved DVD (2013, 70min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea) DVDDATCC
Cased DVD (2013, 70min, 1-9/$5.95ea; 10-24/$4.95ea; 25-49/$3.95ea; 50-99/$2.95ea; 100+/$2.25ea) DVDDATCCC

Crimes of the Educators
by Blumenfeld and Newman
Crimes of the Educators reveals how the architects of America’s public-schools disaster implemented a plan to socialize the United States by knowingly and willingly dumbing down the population, a mission closer to success than ever before as schools are nationalized via Common Core. (2015, 368pp, pb, 1/$21.95ea; 2-4/$20.95ea; 5+/$18.95ea) BKCEPB
Lives of the Signers
by Lossing
Many Americans today know of the importance of the Declaration of Independence, but how many know about its signers? This book provides a brief biography of each signer. These biographies highlight what Lossing terms the chief events in the lives of the men who stood as sponsors at the baptism in blood of our infant republic. (2002, 384pp, pb, 1/$12.95ea; 2+/$/30.95ea) BKLOS

Give Me Liberty: The Uncompromising Statesmanship of Patrick Henry
by Vaughan
This examination of Patrick Henry’s life, compiled in a hardbound edition, reveals Patrick Henry to be a true American patriot and hero. He was both a brilliant orator and revered statesman whose love of liberty helped fuel the fire of the American War for Independence. (1997, 285pp, hb, 1/$35.95ea; 2+/$/30.95ea) BKGML

Memoirs Illustrating the History of Jacobinism
by Barruel
Originally published in 1797, this definitive account of the rise of the Illuminati and its influence in shaping the murderous French Revolution is an invaluable resource for history fans and defenders of the Constitution. (2002cd, 846pp, hb, $69.95ea) BKMlJ

George Washington’s Secret Six: The Spies Who Saved America
edited by Sheehan and McDowell
George Washington and his rag-tag band of Continental soldiers would likely have lost the war were it not for six individuals Washington employed as a secretive spy ring. (2019, hb, 176pp; $24.95) BKGWSS
Myths vs Facts — DVD SET
by JBS
This is a 40-part DVD series hosted by Arthur R. Thompson, CEO of The John Birch Society. This DVD series takes viewers through Thompson’s 2016 book, To the Victor Go the Myths & Monuments: The History of the First 100 Years of the War Against God and the Constitution, 1776-1876, and Its Modern Impact. (2019, 4-DVD set, 333 total mins, 1-4/$29.95ea; 5-9/$24.95ea; 10-19/$19.95ea; 20+/$14.95ea)  

Original Intent
by Barton
Why does the Supreme Court no longer uphold and protect basic principles? By drawing from thousands of primary sources, David Barton answers this question. Discover how the Founders’ “original intent” — a balanced and limited federal government — can again become a reality! (2008ed, 552pp, pb, $12.95ea)  

Quest of a Hemisphere
by Boyle
A textbook at a junior-high reading level for those interested in U.S. history, covering the period from 1492 to the 1960s. This objective, lively, and reliable source of American history is taken from original diaries, letters, newspapers, journals, and other authentic documents of the day. Quest of a Hemisphere is America’s true history written by Boyle, a California schoolteacher proud of her country and its heritage. (2002, 633pp, hb, $8.95ea)
The Life of George Washington
by Marshall
This book by John Marshall (Third chief justice of the U.S. Supreme Court) was the first major biography of our country’s first president. Written within eight years of Washington’s death, this book has been described as “to this day, the fullest and most trustworthy treatment of that period from the conservative point of view.” The editor’s foreword and notes, together with maps of major battle campaigns not included in the original edition, make this edition especially attractive for classroom or homeschooling use. (2000, 514pp, hb, $30.00ea)  BKLGW

The History of the American Revolution — TWO-VOLUME SET
by Ramsay
The History of the American Revolution was the first American national history that was written by an American revolutionary and printed in America. First appearing in 1789, David Ramsay discusses the events and ideas of the American Revolution from the outbreak of turbulence in the 1760s to the onset of Washington’s administration. (1990ed, 699pp, pb, $26.95ea)  BKTHOARPB

The Bulletproof George Washington
by Barton
First published in 1990, this thrilling account of God’s care of George Washington during the French and Indian War is a story that once appeared in many history textbooks but has since disappeared. You’ll learn of Washington’s character, God’s miraculous protection of him in battle, and of Washington’s open gratitude for God’s intervention on his behalf. (2009ed, 59pp, pb, $8.95ea)  BKBGW

Quest of a Hemisphere — STUDY GUIDE
by Cronin & Heath
A companion to the textbook Quest of a Hemisphere, this study guide contains study questions and provides space for answers. Lessons vary, but most have lists of persons and organizations to be identified, words to be defined, and places to be located on a map. Some lessons present topics for compositions or class discussions. (1978ed, 76pp, pb, $1.00ea)  BKQDAHSSG
The Politician
by Welch
Originally intended to be an unpublished letter to friends, The Politician became one of the most provocative books in American history. A timely foreword explains the continuing significance of Welch’s exposé of the forces that propelled Dwight D. Eisenhower into the presidency. (2002 ed, 544 pp, pb, 1-4/$5.95 ea; 5+/$4.95 ea) BKPN

The Real James Madison
by Dr. Wolverton, II
Of all the illustrious men in the cadre known as our Founding Fathers, upon only one has history bestowed the title “Father of the Constitution” — James Madison. James Madison was perhaps an unlikely candidate for such an appellation, but it is one he unquestionably earned. (2018, 446 pp, hb, $19.95 ea) BKTRJM

The Real Lincoln
by DiLorenzo
As DiLorenzo reveals, the myths surrounding Lincoln obscure the true origins of the Civil War. DiLorenzo looks beyond Lincoln’s iconic image, detailing how his policies undermined federalism and helped create the modern imperial presidency. (2003, 384 pp, pb, $17.95 ea) BKRL
The War Between States
by Dwyer
An honest look at the Civil War period and its causes and aftermath by author John J. Dwyer. It includes some 500 photographs, paintings, and maps. Online study guide available, making this a fantastic textbook for homeschooling families. (2005ed, 685pp, hb, $49.95ea)

The War Between States — STUDY GUIDE
by Dwyer
This study guide is provided to accompany the book “The War Between the States: America’s Uncivil War.” Exercises are provided for each of the book’s 38 chapters. Features include chapter summaries, identification terms completion exercises, timelines, and thought questions. (2009ed, 157pp, pb, 1/$12.95ea; 2+/$11.95ea)

To the Victor Go the Myths & Monuments
by Thompson
To the Victor Go the Myths & Monuments details a deliberate movement working to make subversion possible. It’s American history that needs to be told to and learned by all Americans in order to understand the proper role of government and our role in it. (2016, 492pp, pb, 1/$14.95ea; 2-14/$13.95ea; 15+/$12.95ea)

To the Victor Go the Myths & Monuments — Leather-bound Deluxe Edition
by Thompson
To the Victor Go the Myths & Monuments details a deliberate movement working to make subversion possible. It’s American history that needs to be told to and learned by all Americans in order to understand the proper role of government and our role in it. (2016, 492pp, hb, 1/$49.95ea; 2+/$47.95ea)
Webster 1828 American Dictionary of the English Language
by Webster
Noah Webster’s 1828 dictionary, facsimile of the original edition, is a national treasure and a primary-source tool for daily study. The dictionary defines words according to their meaning during the founding generation (making it a prerequisite to understanding America’s founding documents) from a biblical context. Many definitions contain Scripture references and excerpts of Bible verses. (2,000pp, hb, 1/$14.95ea; 2-4/$13.95ea; 5+/$12.95ea)

Wives of the Signers
by Green
Wives of the Signers describes those women who, alongside their husbands, experienced the trials and triumphs of the struggle for independence and the challenge of building a new nation. Though they did not participate in conventions or congresses, they were at the heart of every soul-stirring event. (2001ed, 283pp, pb, 1/$13.95ea; 2+/$12.95ea)
SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL POLICE AND KEEP THEM INDEPENDENT!

Dual Feature — Local vs. National Police & What’s Happening to Our Police? — DVD
by JBS
Use this two-DVD set to learn the difference between local and national police, as well as the agenda behind the attacks on local police.
Audio CD (2017, 4min+ 10min 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)
DVD (2015, 4min + 10min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)

Law Enforcement Policy — Who Decides? — DVD
by JBS
This DVD will help you understand how the federal government (Department of Homeland Security and the FBI) has inserted itself between law enforcement and their communities using political correctness all while camouflageing its efforts as anti-hatred campaigns and disseminating inaccurate information to our local police officers. (2011, 8min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)

Policing POLICE — REPRINT
Anti-police sentiments have been steadily gathering steam, gaining new followers, and leading to calls for Civilian Review Boards. But such boards are counterproductive. (2019, 4pp, 1-24/$0.30ea; 25-99/$0.25ea; 100+/$0.20ea)
Protecting Rights: Loyal Americans Targeted by the SPLC — DVD
by JBS
Educate others on the serious threat that the Southern Poverty Law Center poses to the liberties of law-abiding Americans with this new DVD. William F. Jasper uncovers the SPLC’s immoral techniques and true motivations. (2011, 45min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)  

SPLC: Targets Americans Based on Hate — DVD
by JBS
The Southern Poverty Law Center prides itself on “fighting hate, teaching tolerance and seeking justice.” Yet explore its recent efforts in targeting law-abiding Americans, and that veneer of righteousness quickly peels away.
Sleeved DVD (2012, 16min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)  

Support Your Local Police — BOOKLET
by JBS
This booklet provides detailed information on the essential role that locally controlled police play in the preservation of our freedom. It examines signs that we are at risk of losing our freedom owing to the ongoing transformation of our system of local police into a national police force. (2015ed, 21pp, 1-9/$2.95ea; 10-24/$2.25ea; 25-49/$2.95ea; 50-99/$2.25ea; 100+/$2.00ea)
Support Your Local Police and Keep Them Independent! — DVD

by JBS

Former police officer James Fitzgerald exposes the anti-police agenda that the radical Left has planned and funded stretching from Ferguson to Baltimore and beyond. Use this DVD to keep police independent of federal control. (2016, 34min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/@$0.64ea)

DVDSYLP

SYLP Action Pack

Use this packet to educate the general public, as well as leaders in your community, on police issues and to encourage them to become involved in a Support Your Local Police committee. (2017, 1/$9.95ea; 2-9/$8.95ea; 10+/@$7.95ea)

APSYLP
SYLP Packet
This packet is intended for personal delivery to local law enforcement by citizen-activists who want to help increase understanding of the SYLP campaign. Packet includes: “Support Your Local Police” booklet, a cover letter/reply form briefly explaining the campaign and contents of the packet, “Support Your Local Police” BUMPER STICKER, “Local vs. National Police & What’s Happening to our Police?” dual-feature DVD. (2017, 1-4/$5.95ea; 5-9/$4.95ea; 10+/$/4.00ea) PASYLP

The War on Cops
by MacDonald
The War on Cops expands on MacDonald's groundbreaking and controversial reporting on the Ferguson effect and the criminal-justice system. It deconstructs the central narrative of the Black Lives Matter movement: that racist cops are the greatest threat to young black males. On the contrary, it is criminals and gang-bangers who are responsible for the high black homicide death rate. (2016, 240pp, pb, 1/$17.95ea; 2+/$/15.95ea) BKWOCPB

Triple Feature - Who’s Behind the Riots & Police Reform?
by JBS
Learn about the riots and the agenda behind the attacks on local police. Then share with others. This DVD includes “Nationalizing & Globalizing the Police,” “Exposing the Racist Billionaires Behind Riots,” and “Overview” (discusses what makes freedom and prosperity possible). (2020, 78 total mins., sleeved DVD, 1-10/$2.00ea; 11-20/$1.85ea; 21-49/$1.75ea; 50-99/$1.50ea; 100-499/$1.28ea; 500-999/$1.00ea; 1,000+/$0.75ea) DVDTRIWBPR
An Introduction to Trading Away Your Freedom — DVD
by JBS
Educate businessmen and other conservatives with this introduction to what the free trade agenda is and why Americans should oppose it. (2014, 16min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea) DVDITAF

Don’t Renegotiate NAFTA: Get Us Out! — REPRINT
While running for the oval office, President Trump noted to crowds how destructive NAFTA was to individuals, businesses, and states. Now he says he may keep NAFTA. (2017, 8pp, 1-24/$0.25ea; 25-99/$0.15ea; 100+/$0.10ea) RPDNRNGUO

Dual Feature — An Introduction To Trading Away Your Freedoms & What is Free Trade? — CD or DVD
by JBS
Author of International Merger by Foreign Entanglements, JBS CEO Arthur Thompson offers an overview of the agenda behind so-called free trade. Great for a giveaway at educational events, recruiting, and for introducing the topic of free trade.
Audio CD (2016, 16min+ 5min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea) ACDCTAFWFT
DVD (2016, 16min+ 5min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea) DVDCITAFWFT

Dual Feature — Overview / A Case For Blocking The NAU — DVD
by JBS
What makes freedom and prosperity possible? Find out in digitally remastered “Overview of America.” Great for viewing in all venues. “A Case for Blocking the North American Union” offers a no-nonsense report on the dangers of illegal immigration and the proposed NAU. (2018 and 2008, 29min+11min, 1-20/$2.00ea; 21-50/$1.75ea; 51-499/$1.50ea; 500+/$1.28ea) DVDDUOROC
Get Us Out Of NAFTA! Stop The North American Union — DVD
by JBS
For more than 20 years, we have witnessed NAFTA’S destruction throughout America! Let’s create the pressure needed to stop the expansion of NAFTA to create the North American Union. Learn more, tell others, and take action! (2017, 12min, 1-99/$0.10ea; 100+/$/0.05ea)  

How The Free Trade Agenda Affects You — BOOKLET
by JBS
Preserve our personal freedom and national independence by learning about the history of free trade agreements. This booklet gives reasons for opposing two such agreements (Trans-Pacific Partnership and Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership). (2013, 25pp, 1-99/$0.10ea; 100+/$/0.05ea)  

International Merger by Foreign Entanglements
by Thompson
Learn how our personal freedom and national independence are being undermined by the establishment’s “international merger” agenda. Then, use this book to wake up your fellow Americans and work with them to stop the New World Order. This 4th printing includes a new chapter on “Amending the Constitution by Treaty” and “Addendum Two,” which provides updates on international merger news since the 2015 third printing. (2017ed, 185pp, pb, 1-11/$7.95ea; 12-23/$5.95ea; 24-39/$3.95ea; 40+/$/1.95ea)  

Next Step To World Government Atlantic Union — REPRINT
Globalists have been eroding U.S. national sovereignty to make us subservient to a global EU-like governing entity. The Atlantic Union is yet another effort. (2020, 8pp, 1-24/$0.50ea; 25-99/$0.40ea; 100+/$/0.35ea)
Trading Away Your Freedom by Foreign Entanglements — DVD
by JBS
This 64-minute DVD goes into the details behind why JBS is fighting free trade agreements and why the agreements must be stopped. The narrator, JBS CEO Arthur R. Thompson is also author of International Merger by Foreign Entanglements. (2014, 64min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)

USMCA: A TPP Redux? — REPRINT
This 20-page reprint of four recent TNA articles is a key educational tool for convincing opinion molders and legislators that Congress must reject the USMCA agreement because it is a steppingstone toward the economic and political integration of the United States, Mexico, and Canada into the North American Union. (2019ed, 20pp, 1-24/$1.25ea; 25-99/$1.10ea; 100-499/$1.00ea; 500+/$0.75ea)

USMCA: What They Are Not Telling You — DVD
by JBS
By quoting from key chapters of the 2300-plus page agreement, this PowerPoint presentation DVD reveals how the U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement (aka NAFTA 2.0) would set up an EU-style North American Union. Discover how the USMCA threatens your liberties and national sovereignty, and how to stop it. (2019, 33min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)

USMCA and the Quest for a North American Union — REPRINT
If Americans are to preserve our God-given rights — afforded by our national sovereignty — then we must convince Congress to reject the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement, which is a steppingstone toward an EU-style North American Union. (2019ed, 20pp, 1-24/$0.50ea; 25-99/$0.40ea; 100+/$0.35ea)
Deep State Pull Up Banner
Use this eye-catching banner for your booth to attract visitors to learn more about the dangers of the “Deep State.” This artwork is created to be sent to a sign shop that has the ability to print and deliver a 36” x 80” pull-up banner. (Branded JBS, 2019, $10.00 — Order online)  EDELBDSPU

Doorknob Bags
Reprints, flyers, and catalogs slip easily into these bags made from strong, high-quality, 100% virgin film. 1-1/2” hang hole fits standard doorknobs. (1-4/$8.00; 5-9/$7.50; 10+/$7.00 — sold in lots of 100)  BAGCL9X14

Freedom Is The Cure Pull Up Banner
Use this eye-catching banner for your booth to attract visitors to learn more about our Freedom is the Cure campaign. This artwork is created to be sent to a sign shop that has the ability to print and deliver a 36” x 80” pull-up banner. (Branded JBS, 2020, $10.00 — Order online)  EDELBFICPU

Freedom Is the Cure — BUMPER STICKER
Get others involved by influencing them with this bumper sticker. (1-9/$1.00ea; 10-25/$0.85ea; 26-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.50ea; 1,000+/$0.45ea)  BSIFIC
Freedom Is the Cure — YARD SIGN
Spread the word and show your support for our Freedom Is the Cure campaign by displaying this sign in your yard. Corrugated plastic, double-sided, 18” X 24” — includes 24” X 10” wire stake. (1/$14.95, 2-4/$13.95ea; 5-9/$12.95ea, 10+/$/12.45ea) YSFIC

Get Us Out! 6”x6” Window Cling
Influence others to get involved in the Get US Out! of the UN campaign with this window cling. (2012, 1-9/$1.00ea; 10-99/$0.85ea; 100+/$0.75ea) WCGUO

Get Us Out! — BUMPER STICKER
3” x 10” regular bumper sticker (1-9/$1.00ea; 10-25/$0.85ea; 26-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.50ea; 1,000+/$0.45ea) BSGUO

Get Us Out! of the United Nations Envelope Stickers
“Get Us Out! of the United Nations” 1 set=10 sheets of 12 stickers per sheet = 120 stickers per set (1-4/$4.25ea; 5-9/$4.00ea; 10-19/$3.50ea; 20+/$/3.25ea) ESGUO
**Get Us Out! of the UN Yard Sign**
Spread the word and show your support for our Get US Out! of the UN campaign by displaying this sign in your yard. (2017, 4-color, 1/$11.95ea; 2-4/$10.95ea; 5-9/$9.95ea; 10+/$/9.45ea)

**JBS “Americanism” Magnet**
What better way to get people to remember the John Birch Society than with a magnet? These durable, business-card sized magnets are priced for mass distribution – give them away at your next event, or include them in your next mass mailing! (2018, 1-9/$1.00ea; 10-99/$0.50ea; 100+/$/0.25ea)

**JBS Flag “Less Government, More Responsibility” Pull Up Banner**
Use this eye-catching banner for your booth to promote JBS. This artwork is created to be sent to a sign shop that has the ability to print and deliver a 36” x 80” pull-up banner. (Branded JBS, 2019, $10.00 — Order online)
JBS 60th Anniversary Tote Bag
Carry your papers, books, or groceries in style while advertising The John Birch Society. This durable tote has double-reinforced handles for heavy loads, and a gusseted bottom to fit everything you need. Shop and support at the same time with this nifty tote! 13.5 x 12.5 x 8 inches, 13” handles, made in the USA. (2018, 1-9/$2.95ea; 10+/2.75ea)

Rein In Big Government Pull Up Banner
Use this eye-catching banner for your booth to attract visitors to learn more about the “Article VI Solution”. This artwork is created to be sent to a sign shop that has the ability to print and deliver a 36” x 80” pull-up banner. (Branded JBS, 2019, $10.00 — Order online)

Rescuing Our Children Pull Up Banner
Use this artwork to create an eye-catching banner for your booth to attract visitors to learn more about the dangers of the public-school system. It also would be ideal to display at one of Alex Newman’s explosive talks on “Rescuing Our Children.” This artwork is created to be sent to a sign shop that has the ability to print and deliver a 36” x 80” pull-up banner. (Branded JBS, 2019, $10.00 — Order online)

Stop a Con-Con Pull Up Banner
Use this eye-catching banner for your booth to attract visitors to learn more about the dangers of a new Constitutional Convention. This artwork is created to be sent to a sign shop that has the ability to print and deliver a 36” x 80” pull-up banner. (Branded JBS, 2019, $10.00 — Order online)
Stop the NAU Pull Up Banner
Use this eye-catching banner for your booth to attract visitors to learn more about the dangers of the North American Union. This artwork is created to be sent to a sign shop that has the ability to print and deliver a 36” x 80” pull-up banner. (Branded JBS, 2019, $10.00 — Order online) EDELNAUPU

Support Your Local Police Pull Up Banner
Use this eye-catching banner for your booth to attract visitors to learn more about keeping our local police independent. This artwork is created to be sent to a sign shop that has the ability to print and deliver a 36” x 80” pull-up banner. (Branded JBS, 2019, $10.00 — Order online) EDELBRIBPU

SYLP 6”x6” Window Cling
Influence business owners to get involved in the SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL POLICE and Keep Them Independent! campaign with this window cling. (2015, 1-4/$2.00/ea; 5-9/$1.75/ea; 10-24/$1.50/ea; 25-99/$1.25/ea; 100-499/$1.00/ea; 500-999/$0.90/ea; 1,000+/ $0.75/ea) WCSYLP6X6

SYLP — BUMPER STICKERS
3” x 11.5” regular bumper sticker (1-9/$1.00/ea; 10-25/$0.85/ea; 26-99/$0.75/ea; 100-999/$0.50/ea; 1,000+/ $0.45/ea) BSSYLP
SYLP Lapel/Envelope Stickers
1 set= 100 1” round stickers (1-4/$3.95ea; 5-9/$3.75ea; 10-19/$3.25ea; 20+/-$2.95ea)

SYLP Yard Sign
Spread the word and show your support for your local police & the SYLP campaign by displaying this sign in your yard. (2017, 2-color, 1/$8.95ea; 2-4/$7.95ea; 5-9/$6.95ea; 10+/-$5.95ea)

SYLP Lapel/Envelope Stickers
1 set= 100 1” round stickers (1-4/$3.95ea; 5-9/$3.75ea; 10-19/$3.25ea; 20+/-$2.95ea)

SYLP Yard Sign
Spread the word and show your support for your local police & the SYLP campaign by displaying this sign in your yard. (2017, 2-color, 1/$8.95ea; 2-4/$7.95ea; 5-9/$6.95ea; 10+/-$5.95ea)

The New American Pull Up Banner
Use this eye-catching banner for your booth to promote The New American magazine. This artwork is created to be sent to a sign shop that has the ability to print and deliver a 36” x 80” pull-up banner. (Branded JBS, 2019, $10.00 — Order online)

TNA Promo Magnet
This business-card sized magnet is a great way to remind people of The New American. Durable and priced for mass distribution, this is a great little gift to slip in gift subscriptions or give away at your next JBS event. (2018, 1-9/$1.00ea; 10-99/$0.50ea; 100+/$0.25ea)
This Is A Republic, Not A Democracy Envelope Stickers
“This is a Republic, NOT a Democracy, let’s keep it that way!”
1 set=10 sheets of 12 stickers per sheet = 120 stickers per set
(1-4/$4.25ea; 5-9/$4.00ea; 10+/$3.25ea)

To The Victor Go the Myths & Monuments Pull Up Banner
Use this eye-catching banner for your booth to attract visitors to learn more about the book "To the Victor go the Myths & Monuments," authored by Mr. Arthur R. Thompson. This artwork is created to be sent to a sign shop that has the ability to print and deliver a 36"x80" pull-up banner. (Branded JBS, 2019, $10.00 — Order online)
Agenda 21
Sustainable development sounds responsible, yet attach it to a foreign entity trying to impose its environmental regulations on your city or town, and it’s anything but responsible. This tri-fold pamphlet offers a general overview of the United Nations Agenda 21 and how it is usurping local control by imposing restrictions on your family and local community. A great tool to initiate a conversation on Agenda 21. Also incorporates the 3-click challenge! (2011, four-color trifold pamphlet, $0.02ea) 

PA21

Does Trade Affect Our Security?
With so much news focused on terrorism and American security, this pamphlet reveals the devastating truth that our country is not and cannot be prepared for a prolonged World War, thanks to previous trade agreements. Support our troops by exposing this dangerous effect and help stop future trade partnerships! Produced and printed in America! (2015, four-color trifold pamphlet, 1-99/$0.05ea; 100+$0.02ea) 
PDTAS

Free Trade: Promises and Reality
Every trade agreement or partnership seems to come with guarantees of more money from exports, more jobs, and the promise of U.S. sovereignty not being threatened. The reality of all trade agreements or partnerships is exactly the opposite. (2017, four-color trifold pamphlet, 1-99/$0.20ea; 100-499/$0.15ea; 500-999/$0.13ea; 1,000+/$0.10ea) 
PFTPAR

Frustrated with Politics
If you’re frustrated with politics, as many Americans are, then you know there is something wrong. What can we do to turn this frustration around? (2013, four-color trifold pamphlet, 1-99/$0.20ea; 100-499/$0.15ea; 500-999/$0.13ea; 1,000+/$0.10ea) 
PFWP
How Can You Keep Local Police Independent?
Use this pamphlet to help your community know how to and who to interact with at the local and state levels. (2020, four-color trifold pamphlet, 1-99/$0.20ea; 100-499/$0.15ea; 500-999/$0.13ea; 1,000+/$0.10ea) PHCKLPI

JBS Promo Pamphlet
Help Keep America What it was Intended to Be! The Founding Fathers intended America to be a constitutional republic where liberty and prosperity can flourish; The John Birch Society has championed their vision for more than 50 years. This pamphlet introduces the Society, its mission, its many accomplishments, and the various tools it offers to members so that they can help keep America what it was intended to be. (2016, four-color trifold pamphlet, 1-99/$0.20ea; 100-499/$0.15ea; 500-999/$0.13ea; 1,000+/$0.10ea) PJBS

Not-So-Free TRADE
As Americans, we have an opportunity and obligation to preserve our national independence and our uniquely American personal freedoms by preventing congressional approval of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) free trade pacts. The time to contact Congress is now! (2016ed, four-color trifold pamphlet, 1-99/$0.05ea; 100+/$0.02ea) PNSFT

Term Limits: Will They Fix Congress?
While term limits may seem like a great idea to help limit the destructiveness of big-government politicians, term limits also force Constitution-abiding statesmen out of office. (2014, four-color trifold pamphlet, 1-99/$0.20ea; 100-499/$0.15ea; 500-999/$0.13ea; 1,000+/$0.10ea) PTL

The United Nations and You
Join with JBS to Get US Out! of the UN by creating sufficient understanding among voters, business owners, and other community leaders to persuade Congress to approve the American Sovereignty Restoration Act that would “end membership of the United States in the United Nations. (2014, four-color trifold pamphlet, 1-99/$0.20ea; 100-499/$0.15ea; 500-999/$0.13ea; 1,000+/$0.10ea) PUNAY
Who Are Your Local Police?
Use this pamphlet to educate local police, opinion molders, and voters in general about the proper role of the local police in our constitutional republic, about the need for local police departments to remain independent by rejecting federal funds, and about government policies and events that are nationalizing our police. (2020, four-color trifold pamphlet, 1-99/$0.20ea; 100-499/$0.15ea; 500-999/$0.13ea; 1,000+/$0.10ea)  

Americanism vs. Globalism — SLIM JIM
What is Americanism? Get people involved in our liberty movement! (2020, sold in packs of 25, 1/$3.00ea; 2-4/$2.50ea; 5+/$2.00ea)  

Are You a Globalist or an Americanist? — SLIM JIM
Don’t wait! You know it’s hard to influence your local, state, and federal governments. Don’t wait for Deep State globalists to accomplish their dream of subjecting America to socialist international government. (2018, sold in packs of 25, 1/$3.00ea; 2-4/$2.50ea; 5+/$2.00ea)
Dangers of Democratic Socialism — SLIM JIM
Help educate people about the dangers of “Democratic Socialism.” (2020, sold in packs of 25, 1/$3.00ea; 2-4/$2.50ea; 5+/$2.00ea) SJDDS

Protect the Electoral College — SLIM JIM
Let everyone know about the importance of keeping the Electoral College, to protect the minority from the majority. (2020, sold in packs of 25, 1/$3.00ea; 2-4/$2.50ea; 5+/$2.00ea) SJPEC

Rein In Big Government With Article VI, Not V — SLIM JIM
Enforce the Constitution with Article VI! Local, state, and federal officials all swear an oath to abide by the Constitution and laws “made in pursuance thereof,” not in violation thereof. (2019, sold in packs of 25, 1/$3.00ea; 2-4/$2.50ea; 5+/$2.00ea) SJRIBG
Revise Or Follow
The Con-Con — SLIM JIM
Purchase in bulk for the best deal and to ensure you have enough to hand out. (2018, sold in packs of 25, 1/$3.00ea; 2-4/$2.50ea; 5+/$2.00ea) SJRFCC

SYLP “What Can I Do”? — SLIM JIM
Hand out these slim jims at your next event to get your local community members involved in the SYLP campaign. (2015, sold in packs of 25, 1/$3.00ea; 2-4/$2.50ea; 5+/$2.00ea) SJWCDSYLP

Top Ten Reasons to Get Us Out! of the UN — Slim Jim
Seize the Day! It’s hard to get people to worry about a UN world government. Side one gives ten reasons why the U.S. must get out of the UN. Side two tells them what actions to take. (Sold in packs of 25, 2019), 1/$3.00ea; 2-4/$2.50ea; 5+/$2.00ea) SJGUOTTR

USMCA Bulldozes American Independence — SLIM JIM
Share the danger of the USMCA with this slim jim that reveals specific provisions of the U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement that ignore the Constitution, leading to international control. Buy in bulk for the best deal! (2019, sold in packs of 25, 1/$3.00ea; 2-4/$2.50ea; 5+/$2.00ea) SJUSMCABAI
Isn’t FREE TRADE Good for Everyone?
Don't Wait! You know it’s hard to influence your local, state, and federal governments. Don’t wait for Deep State globalists to accomplish their dream of subjecting America to socialist international government.

**Pamphlet** (2016, 1-99/$0.10ea; 100+/$/0.05ea)  
**Mailer** (2017ed, 1-99/$0.05ea; 100+/$0.02ea)

**SYLP Fact & Resource Card**  
Use this striking, bi-fold, Support Your Local Police campaign card for large-scale distribution at exhibits, meetings and parades. Inside fold includes facts about police/civilian interaction, as well as space for you to write your local police chief and city council phone numbers. (100 cards, 2015, 1/$8.00ea; 2-4/$7.50ea; 5+/$7.00ea)
Choose Freedom

STOP THE GLOBALISTS

TRADE Agenda

USMCA Bulldozes American Independence — SLIM JIM…. $3.00
Share the danger of the USMCA with this slim jim that reveals specific provisions of the U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement that ignore the Constitution, leading to international control. Buy in bulk for the best deal! (2019, sold in packs of 25, 1/$3.00ea; 2-4/$2.50ea; 5+/2/$2.00ea) .................. SJUSMCABA

International Merger by Foreign Entanglements .......... $7.95
Learn how our personal freedom and national independence are being undermined by the establishment’s “international merger” agenda. Then, use this book to wake up your fellow Americans and work with them to stop the New World Order. This 4th printing includes a new chapter on “Amending the Constitution by Treaty” and “Addendum Two,” which provides updates on international merger news since the 2015 third printing. (2017ed, 185pp, pb, 1-11/$7.95ea; 12-25/$5.95ea; 26-39/$3.95ea; 40+/$1.95ea) .................. BKIMFE17

Trading Away Your Freedom by Foreign Entanglements — DVD........ $1.00
This 64-minute DVD goes into the details behind why JBS is fighting free trade agreements and why the agreements must be stopped. The narrator, JBS CEO Arthur R. Thompson is also author of International Merger by Foreign Entanglements. (2014, 64min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/ $0.64ea) .................. DVDTAFFE

Next Step To World Government Atlantic Union — REPRINT ............. $0.50
Globalists have been eroding U.S. national sovereignty to make us subservient to a global EU-like governing entity. The Atlantic Union is yet another effort. (2020, 8pp, 1-24/$0.50ea; 25-99/$0.40ea; 100+/$0.35ea) .................. RPNSAU

USMCA: A TPP Redux? — REPRINT ............. $1.25
This 20-page reprint of four recent TNA articles is a key educational tool for convincing opinion molders and legislators that Congress must reject the USMCA agreement because it is a steppingstone toward the economic and political integration of the United States, Mexico, and Canada into the North American Union. (2019ed, 20pp, 1-24/$1.25ea; 25-99/$1.10ea; 100-499/$1.00ea; 500+/$0.75ea) .................. RPUSMCA1118

USMCA: What They Are Not Telling You — DVD ... $1.00
By quoting from key chapters of the 2300-plus page agreement, this PowerPoint presentation DVD reveals how the U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement (aka NAFTA 2.0) would set up an EU-style North American Union. Discover how the USMCA threatens your liberties and national sovereignty, and how to stop it. (2019, 33min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea) .................. DVDPUSMCA

International Merger by Foreign Entanglements......... $1.25
This 20-page reprint of four recent TNA articles is a key educational tool for convincing opinion molders and legislators that Congress must reject the USMCA agreement because it is a steppingstone toward the economic and political integration of the United States, Mexico, and Canada into the North American Union. (2019ed, 20pp, 1-24/$1.25ea; 25-99/$1.10ea; 100-499/$1.00ea; 500+/$0.75ea) .................. RPUSMCA1118

USMCA: What They Are Not Telling You — DVD ... $1.00
By quoting from key chapters of the 2300-plus page agreement, this PowerPoint presentation DVD reveals how the U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement (aka NAFTA 2.0) would set up an EU-style North American Union. Discover how the USMCA threatens your liberties and national sovereignty, and how to stop it. (2019, 33min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea) .................. DVDPUSMCA
Isn’t FREE TRADE Good for Everyone? ...............$0.05
Don’t Wait! You know it’s hard to influence your local, state, and federal governments. Don’t wait for Deep State globalists to accomplish their dream of subjecting America to socialist international government.

Mailer (2017ed, 1-99/$0.05ea; 100+/$0.02ea) ..................PNSFT

PFTGE Pamphlet (2016, 1-99/$0.10ea; 100+/$0.05ea) ............... PFTGE

Dual Feature — An Introduction To Trading Away Your Freedoms & What is Free Trade? — DVD....................... $1.00
JBS CEO Arthur Thompson offers an overview of the agenda behind so-called free trade. Great for a giveaway at educational events, recruiting, and for introducing the topic of free trade.

Audio CD (2016, 16min+ 5min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90ea; 21-49/$0.80ea; 50-99/$0.75ea; 100-999/$0.70ea; 1,000+/$0.64ea)

DVD (2016, 16min+ 5min, 1-10/$1.00ea; 11-20/$0.90EA; 21-49/$0.80EA; 50-99/$0.75EA; 100-999/$0.70EA; 1,000+/$0.64EA)

DVDCITAFWFT

Free Trade: Promises and Reality ............. $0.20
Every trade agreement or partnership seems to come with guarantees of more money from exports, more jobs, and the promise of U.S. sovereignty not being threatened. The reality of all trade agreements or partnerships is exactly the opposite. (2017, four-color trifold pamphlet, 1-99/$0.20ea; 100-499/$0.15ea; 500-999/$0.13ea; 1,000+/$0.10ea)......................PFTPAR

How The Free Trade Agenda Affects You — BOOKLET........ $0.10
Preserve our personal freedom and national independence by learning about the history of free trade agreements. This booklet gives reasons for opposing two such agreements (Trans-Pacific Partnership and Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership). (2013, 25pp, 1-99/$0.10ea; 100+/$0.05ea)...................................BKLTHFTAAY

USMCA and the Quest for a North American Union — REPRINT ...............$0.50
If Americans are to preserve our God-given rights — afforded by our national sovereignty — then we must convince Congress to reject the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement. (2019ed, 20 pp, 1-24/$0.50ea; 25-99/$0.40ea; 100+/$0.35ea).........................RPOFNAU
**Books**

- **Freedom on the Altar** $3.95  
  (1995, 264pp, pb, 1-39/$3.95ea; 40+/$2.95ea)  
  BKFOTA

- **Proofs of a Conspiracy** $2.95  
  (1967ed, 304pp, pb, $2.95ea)  
  BKPC

**Booklets**

- **Agenda 21 And You** $0.50  
  (2011, 32pp, 1-9/$1.00ea; 10+/0.50ea)  
  BKLA21

- **How The Free Trade Agenda Affects You** $0.05  
  (2013, 1-99/$0.10ea; 100+/$0.05ea)  
  BKLTHFTAAY

**DVD’s**

- **Get Us Out Of NAFTA! Stop The North American Union** $0.10  
  (2017, 12min, 1-99/$0.10ea; 100+/0.05ea)  
  DVDPGPUON

- **The Real Face of the EU** $0.50  
  (2008, 36min, 1-99/$0.50ea; 100+/0.25ea)  
  DVDRFEU

**Mailers**

- **Isn’t FREE TRADE Good for Everyone?** $0.05  
  (2017ed, 1-99/$0.05ea; 100+/0.02ea)  
  MFTGE

**JBS**

- **JBS 60th Anniversary Chunky Mug** $7.95  
  (2018, 1/$7.95ea; 2+/$6.00ea)  
  MUGJBSCH60

- **JBS 60th Anniversary Commemorative Program** $5.95  
  (2018, pb, 72pp, 1-5/$4.95ea; 2+/4.95ea)  
  60CP2018

- **Robert Welch Photograph - 8” X 10”** $2.00  
  (2/$2.00ea)  
  PHRW8X10

For ordering information, go to ShopJBS.org
### Pamphlets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agenda 21</strong>&lt;br&gt;(2011, $0.02ea)</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
<td>PA21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Does Trade Affect Our Security?</strong>&lt;br&gt;(2015, 1-99/$0.05ea; 100+/$0.02ea)</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
<td>PDTAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Isn’t FREE TRADE Good for Everyone?</strong>&lt;br&gt;(2016, 1-99/$0.10ea; 100+/$0.05ea)</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>PFTGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Not-So-Free Trade</strong>&lt;br&gt;(2016, 1-99/$0.05ea; 100+/$0.02ea)</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
<td>PNSFT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Reprints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Don’t Renegotiate NAFTA: Get Us Out!</strong>&lt;br&gt;(2017, 8pp, 1-24/$0.25ea; 25-99/$0.15ea; 100+/$0.10ea)</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>RPDRNGUO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>How the Compact for America Threatens the Constitution</strong>&lt;br&gt;(2013, $0.02ea)</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
<td>RPCFA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Let’s Set the Record Straight</strong>&lt;br&gt;(2016, 8pp, 1-24/$0.25ea; 25-99/$0.15ea; 100+/$0.10ea)</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>RPLSRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The UN Founding and Founders</strong>&lt;br&gt;(2017, 8pp, 1-24/$0.25ea; 25-99/$.15ea; 100+/$.10ea)</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>RPUNF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Misc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SYLP Magnetic Notepad With Important Numbers</strong>&lt;br&gt;(2015)</td>
<td>$1.95</td>
<td>MAGNPSYLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Straight Talk Mug</strong>&lt;br&gt;(2019)</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
<td>MUGSTRITT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to conditions outside our control, prices and availability may change without notice.
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#
180 — DVD, 4
1984, 12

A
A Case for Blocking the NAU — DVD, 50
A Humbling Lesson — BOOKLET, 64
A More Perfect Union — DVD, 12
A Republic, If You Can Keep It — Booklet, 12
A Physician’s Solution to Healthcare — DVD, 62
Again, May God Forgive Us! America’s Betrayal of China to the Communist, 13
Agenda 2: Masters of Deceit — DVD, 13, 49
Agenda 21, 86, 95
Agenda 21: How The Free Trade Agenda Affects You, 6, 94
Agenda 21 And You — Booklet, 6, 94
Alive and Well, 62
America and the United Nations, 6, 40
America’s God and Country, 64
America’s Godly Heritage — DVD, 4
American Political Writings — SET OF TWO, 64
American Tyranny Step by Step: Saving Our Republic — DVD, 44
Americanism 101 — BOOKLET SET, 52
Americanism vs. Globalism — SLIM JIM, 88
An Introduction to Trading Away Your Freedom — DVD, 76
Animal Farm, 42
Are You a Globalist or an Americanist? — Slim Jim, 88

B
Beware of Article V — CD or DVD, 32, 61
Beware of Con Cons: A Deeper Look — CD or DVD, 32, 60
Beware of Con Cons — CD or DVD, 32, 60
Birchtionary — BOOKLET, 52
Blue — DVD, 46
Brushfires of Freedom — DVD, 50
Building a NAU Fact or Fiction? — DVD, 50

C
CFR - Directing The Disorder — REPRINT, 13, 49
Change It or Obey It? — DVD, 33, 61
China: The Deep State Trojan Horse in America, 13, 48
Colonial Origins of the American Constitution, 14
Communists Winning Elections — REPRINT, 14
Con - Con Action Pack, 33, 60
Constitution Is The Solution Lecture Series Materials Packet, 14
Constitution Is the Solution Lecture Series w/ Manual & Lecture Guide CD, 15
Constitution Is the Solution Lecture Series w/Manual & Lecture Guide CD + Lecture Materials Packet, 15
Constitution Is the Solution Lecture Series w/ Printed Manual & Lecture Guide, 16, 60
Constitution Is the Solution Lecture Series w/ Printed Manual & Lecture Guide + Lecture Materials Packet, 16
Constitution Si! Amnesty No!— DVD, 51
Constitution Under Attack — REPRINT, 17
Constitutional Principles — BOOKLET SET, 17
Council on Foreign Relations — BOOKLET, 18
Crimes of the Educators, 65

D
Dangers and Threats: Common Core — DVD, 65
Dangers of Democratic Socialism — SLIM JIM, 89
Declaration of Independence and the Constitution, 18
Deep State, 18, 49
Deep State Action Pack, 48
Deep State Pull Up Banner, 79
Do It Like Denmark? — REPRINT, 19
Does Trade Affect Our Security?, 86, 95
Dollars & Sense, 42
Domestic Terror: Antifa Unmasked — BOOKLET, 44
Don’t Renegotiate NAFTA: Get Us Out! — REPRINT, 76, 95
Doorknob Bags, 79
Dual Feature — An Introduction To Trading Away Your Freedoms & What is Free Trade? — CD or DVD, 76, 93
Index

Dual Feature — Dollars & Sense and Overview of America — DVD, 42
Dual Feature - Local vs. National Police and What’s Happening to Our Police? — DVD, 31, 72
Dual Feature — Nullification vs. Constitutional Convention & A Crash Course on a Con-Con — DVD, 33, 60
Dual Feature - Overview of America / A Case For Blocking The NAU — DVD, 76
Dual Feature — Standing The Test of Time and Overview of America — DVD, 53

E
Economics in One Lesson, 43
Enemies Within — DVD, 19, 48
Exposing Deep State — DVD, 19, 48
Exposing Terrorism — BOOKLET or DVD, 44

F
Forced Vaccines and Digital Id’s — REPRINT, 63
Foundations: Their Power and Influence, 43
Free Trade: Promises and Reality, 86, 93
Freedom From War — 7277, 7, 40
Freedom Is the Cure Banner Download, 63
Freedom Is the Cure Pull Up Banner, 63, 79
Freedom Is the Cure — BUMPER STICKER, 63, 79
Freedom Is the Cure — SLIM JIM, 63
Freedom Is the Cure — YARD SIGN, 63, 80
Freedom on the Altar, 7, 94
Friends of the Constitution, 65
Frustrated With Politics, 86

G
George Washington’s Secret Six: The Spies Who Saved America, 66
Get Us Out! — BUMPER STICKER, 40, 80
Get Us Out! Envelope Stickers, 40, 80
Get Us Out Of NAFTA! Stop The North American Union — DVD, 77, 94
Get Us Out! of the UN Billboard, 41
Get Us Out! of the UN Yard Sign, 81
Get Us Out! Window Cling, 41, 80
Get Us Out! Yard Sign, 41
Getting US Out of the UN for Good! — REPRINT, 7
Give Me Liberty: The Uncompromising Statesmanship of Patrick Henry, 66

H
Historical Prints — SET OF SIX, 11
How Can You Keep Local Police Independent? — Pamphlet, 31, 87
How the Compact for America Threatens the Constitution — REPRINT, 61, 95
How The Free Trade Agenda Affects You — BOOKLET, 77, 93, 94

I
In The Shadows Of The Deep State, 20, 39, 48
In the Shadows of the Deep State: Destroying Our Sovereignty — DVD, 48
Inconvenient Facts: The Science That Al Gore Doesn’t Want You to Know. 46
Inside the United Nations, 8, 40
International Merger by Foreign Entanglements, 77, 92
Isn’t FREE TRADE Good for Everyone?, 91, 93, 94, 95

J
JBS 60th Anniversary Ceramic Mug, 11
JBS 60th Anniversary Chunky Mug, 11, 94
JBS 60th Anniversary Commemorative Program, 94
JBS 60th Anniversary Council Dinner — DVD SET, 53
JBS 60th Anniversary Pen, 10
JBS 60th Anniversary Tote, 82
JBS 60th Anniversary Welcome Tote, 82
JBS 60th Anniversary Welcome Tote & National Council Dinner DVD Set, 54
JBS Agenda — BOOKLET, 55
JBS Ball Point Pens, 10
JBS Calendar – 2021, 11
JBS Eagle Lapel Pin, 10
JBS Flag “Less Government, More Responsibility” Pull Up Banner, 81
JBS “Less Government, More Responsibility” Pull UP Banner, 81
JBS Magnet - “Americanism”, 81
JBS Promo Pamphlet, 87
JBS “Surge” — DVD, 53
JBS Training Video Series — SIX DVD SET, 55

K
Killing the Deep State, 20, 48
Index

L
Law Enforcement Policy - Who Decides? — DVD, 31, 72
Let's Set the Record Straight — REPRINT, 34, 60, 95
Lives of the Signers, 66

M
Maafa 21 — DVD, 4
Making Character First, 5
Man, Freedom & Government — DVD, 20
Memoirs Illustrating the History of Jacobinism, 66
Miracle at Philadelphia, 20
Myths vs. Facts — DVD SET, 67

N
NeoConservatives: Changing American Politics — DVD, 21
New Lies for Old, 21
Next Step To World Government Atlantic Union, 77, 92
No God Next Door, 21
Not-So-Free Trade, 87, 93, 95
Nullification: The Rightful Remedy — DVD, 22

O
Original Intent, 67
Overview of America — DVD, 22
Overview of America (Spanish Version) — DVD, 22
Our UN-American Military — REPRINT, 40

P
Policing POLICE — REPRINT, 30, 72
Proofs of a Conspiracy, 94
Protecting Rights: Loyal Americans Targeted by the SPLC — DVD, 73
Protect the Electoral College — SLIM JIM, 89
Protecting Our Constitution: How State Legislatures Can Interpose — DVD, 34

Q
Quest of a Hemisphere, 67
Quest of a Hemisphere — STUDY GUIDE, 68

R
Rein In Big Government Action Pack, 23, 60
Rein In Big Government Pull Up Banner, 82
Rein In Big Government With Article VI, Not V — DVD or CD, 34
Rein In Big Government With Article VI, Not V — SLIM JIM, 61, 89
Repubs & Democracies — BOOKLET, 23
Restoring America: The Heartbeat of the Americanist Cause Recruitment, 56
Restoring the Rights of the States and the People — BOOKLET, 23
Revise Or Follow The Con-Con — SLIM JIM, 90
Robert Mueller: Errand Boy for the New World Order, 24, 49
Robert Welch Photograph - 8” X 10”, 10, 94

S
Save the Constitution — REPRINT, 35, 61
Saving the Second Amendment, 45
ShadowRing — DVD, 24
Solving The Debt Crisis — REPRINT, 35, 61
SPLC: Targets Americans Based on Hate — DVD, 31, 73
State Legislator Packet, 35, 60
Stop a Con-Con Pull Up Banner, 82
Stop the NAU Pull Up Banner, 83
Straight Talk Mug, 95
Support Your Local Police — Booklet, 31, 73
Support Your Local Police and Keep Them Independent! — DVD, 31, 73
Support Your Local Police Pull Up Banner, 83
“Surge”, JBS, 54
Sustainable: The War on Free Enterprise, Private Property and Individuals, 47
SYLP 6”x 6” Window Cling, 30, 83
SYLP Action Pack, 31, 74
SYLP Banner Download, 31
SYLP — BUMPER STICKER, 30, 83
SYLP Coloring Book, 30
SYLP Fact & Resource Card, 30, 91
SYLP Lapel/Envelope Stickers, 30, 84
SYLP Magnetic Notepad With Important Numbers, 30, 95
SYLP Packet, 75
SYLP Packet for Local Law Enforcement, 31
SYLP “What Can I Do”? — SLIM JIM, 30, 90
SYLP Wristband, 30
SYLP Yard Sign, 30, 84
Index

T

Tangents — BOOKLET, 56
Term Limits: Will They Fix Congress?, 87
The 5000 Year Leap, 24
The Anglo-American Establishment, 24
The Anti-Federalist Papers, 25
The Article V Convention: What are they not telling you? — DVD, 36, 61
The Blue Book, 56
The Bulletproof George Washington, 68
The Communist Manifesto, 25
The Creature From Jekyll Island, 43
The Deep State’s War on America — SLIM JIM, 49
The Doctrine of the Lesser Magistrates, 5
The Federalist Papers, 25
The Founders’ Brilliant Solution to Big Government: Article VI — BOOKLET, 36, 61
The Founders’ Brilliant Solution to Big Government: Article VI — CD, DVD, 36, 61
The Founders’ Second Amendment, 45
The Invisible Government, 26, 49
The John Birch Resolutions — Booklet, 5
The John Birch Society: Its History Recounted by Someone Who Was There, 57
The John Birch Society: Reality vs. Myth — BOOKLET, 57
The Law, 26
The Left Wants a Con-Con Too — REPRINT, 36
The Life and Words of Robert Welch, 57
The Life of George Washington, 68
The Life of John Birch, 57
The Nation’s Deathbed — DVD, 51
The NeoConservatives — TWO DVD SET, 26
The New American Binder, 10
The New American Pull Up Banner, 84
The New BBA Con-Con Threat — REPRINT, 37, 60
The Politically Incorrect Guide to Climate Change, 47
The Politician, 69
The Power of 500 — DVD, 58
The Problem with Socialism, 27
The Real Face of the EU — DVD, 51, 94
The Real James Madison, 69
The Real Lincoln, 69
The Real Newt Gingrich — DVD, 27
The Robert Welch Presentations — SIX DVD SET, 58
The Shadows of Power, 27
The Solution Is the Constitution, Not Article V — REPRINT, 37, 61
The Solution Is the Constitution, Not Article V — REPRINT, 61
The UN Deception, 8, 40
The UN Founding And Founders — REPRINT, 9, 40, 95
The UN is Working to take YOUR FREEDOMS Banner Download, 41
The UN is Working to take YOUR GUNS Banner Download, 41
The United Nations and You, 87
The United Nations and You — Pamphlet, 40
The U.S. vs. The U.N., 9, 40
The War Between States, 70
The War Between States — Study Guide, 70
The War on Cops, 75
This Is A Republic, Not A Democracy Envelope Stickers, 85
TNA Ball Point Pens, 10
TNA Promo Magnet, 84
To Preserve the Nation — DVD, 37, 61
To the Victor Go the Myths & Monuments, 70
To the Victor Go the Myths & Monuments — Leather-bound Deluxe Edition, 70
To The Victor Go the Myths & Monuments Pull Up Banner, 85
Top Ten Reasons to Get Us Out! of the UN — REPRINT, 9, 40
Top Ten Reasons to Get Us Out! of the UN — Slim Jim, 40, 90
Tornado in a Junkyard, 5
Trading Away Your Freedom by Foreign Entanglements— DVD, 78, 92
Tragedy & Hope: A History of the World in Our Time, 28
Triple Feature - Who’s Behind the Riots & Police Reform? —DVD, 31, 75

U

U.N. Me, 9, 40
Using Truth To Fight About The John Birch Society — REPRINT, 58
USMCA: A TPP Redux? — REPRINT, 78, 92
USMCA: What They Are Not Telling You — DVD, 78, 92
USMCA and the Quest for a North American Union — REPRINT, 78, 93
USMCA Bulldozes American Independence — SLIM JIM, 90, 92

V
VAXXED: From Cover-Up to Catastrophe — DVD, 62
View of the Constitution of the United States, 71

W
Wait Till It’s Free — DVD, 62
We Are The John Birch Society — DVD, 59
We the People Lapel Pin, 10
Webster 1828 American Dictionary of the English Language, 71
What Is a Constitutional Convention? — BOOKLET, 37
What Is a Constitutional Convention? — DVD, 38
What Is the Electoral College? — BOOKLET, 28
What Will Balance The Budget? — DVD, 38, 61
When Will We Hold Them to Their Oath? — REPRINT, 28
White House Reds, 29, 49
Who Are the Neoconservatives? — DVD, 29
Who Are Your Local Police?, 31, 88
Who Is Behind a Constitutional Convention? — REPRINT, 38
Who Is John Birch, 59
Why the Electoral College? — DVD, 29
William F. Buckley, Jr. Pied Piper for the Establishment, 29
Wives of the Signers, 71
World Without Cancer, 62
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Bringing you the IN-DEPTH NEWS others do not

Subscribe Today for only $49.00!
www.TheNewAmerican.com
CHINA: THE DEEP STATE’S TROJAN HORSE IN AMERICA

This exposé shows that the Chinese Communist plan to subvert America is well underway, and is being aided by the Deep State. Will Americans wake up before the tipping point?

By Arthur R. Thompson, CEO, The John Birch Society

(2020ed, pb, 132pp, 1-11/$7.95ea; 12-23/$5.95ea; 24-49/$3.95ea; 50+/$2.95ea) BKCDSTHA

Go to ShopJBS.org or call 1-800-342-6491 to order!
DO YOU WANT TO INFLUENCE THEIR FUTURE?

You're not one to leave that responsibility to someone else. You're a leader. As a constitutionalist, you want an effective way to roll back the tide of socialism and restore American liberty. And you want to do so without wasting your time trying to reinvent the wheel.

Climb Into Our Vehicle and Turn the Key
Your time is limited. You need a program that will maximize your efforts. With six decades of proven leadership experience and our NEW Volunteer Leaders Accelerated Performance Series, The John Birch Society has the turnkey program you need to grow your influence and secure the future.

Follow our comprehensive 10-point game plan and you’ll obtain:
• The power of national concerted action
• Trustworthy and professional material to educate yourself and others
• Mentoring and training to quickly build your local organization
• Up-to-date news and action alerts to save you time and money and make you more effective and influential

NEW Membership Benefits NOW INCLUDE:
• Personal membership card, The John Birch Society Agenda (our 10-point game plan), and a JBS wall calendar with discount codes for ShopJBS.org.
• Membership in either a home chapter or local chapter, a print subscription to 24 issues per year of THE NEW AMERICAN magazine, and 12 issues per year of the JBS Bulletin.
• Access to the members-only JBS.org Activist Toolbox, audio, video, eBooks, Bulletins, magazines, and congressional scorecards.

ACT TODAY TO GET STARTED!
Visit JBS.org or call 800-JBS-USA1 (800-527-8721) to contact your local coordinator, learn more, and apply for membership.
The Official Store of The John Birch Society

Order Online: www.ShopJBS.org

Credit-card orders call toll-free now!

Due to conditions outside our control, prices and availability may change without notice.

Mention this code “CAT2020” when ordering for a free pen!

Name ______________________________________________________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________________________________________

City ____________________________________________________ State _______ Zip ____________________

Phone _________________________ E-mail __________________________________________________________

❑ Check          ❑ VISA      ❑ Discover
❑ Money Order    ❑ MasterCard  ❑ American Express

Make checks payable to: ShopJBS

# __________________________________________________________ Exp. Date ____________

Signature ___________________________________________________________________________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>TITLE/DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>TOTAL PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For general information please call 1-920-749-3783
8 - 5 weekdays, central time.

WI RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX

SHIPPING/HANDLING (SEE CHART BELOW) TOTAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBTOTAL</th>
<th>SHIPPING/HANDLING</th>
<th>WI RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
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<td></td>
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</table>

For shipments outside the U.S., please call for rates.

Order Subtotal
$0-19.99 Standard Shipping $8.75 Rush Shipping $13.75
$20.00-49.99 $15.95 $20.95
$50.00-99.99 $20.75 $25.95
$100.00-149.99 CALL CALL
$150.00+ CALL CALL

Standard: 4-14 business days.
Rush: 3-7 business days, no P.O. Boxes.
HI/AK add $10.00

Mail completed form to:
ShopJBS • P.O. BOX 8040
APPLETON, WI 54912

1-800-342-6491

CALL2020